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1:`Surnmaryof Findings and I

The major finding's bf this Evaluation Report of
Multiple Funded Programs, 1976-77 are sum-

). marized below .in the order in whichihe findings
are presented in Chapter V: enumeration data on
program participants; background characteristics of
program. participants; indicators of ' prograni
quality,. and student achievement results. A sum-
mary of the findings from the special studies
described in Chapter VI is also included. A full
report o1 the findings from the special studies will
be presented in a companioh

Schools
entitled

Report on Special Studies of Selected E
with Increasing and Decreasing Reading Scores,
1976-77. The implications of the findings are
reviewed briefly at the end of this chapter.

Enumeration Data on Participants
Information gathered on program participants

indicated the following:

More than 1,133,000 students in kindergarten
through grade twelve were served through the
combined funding sources. This figure repre-
sents a .21 percent increase since 1975-76, and
it represents 27 percent of the total enroll-
ment in kindergarten through grade twelve

v-California's public schools. Of the prograM
participants 72 percent were enrolled in
kindergarten through grade three; 20 pers.efit
were in grades four through six; and 8 pe'rcent
were in grades seven-through twpive. Thirteen
percent of the participating students were
Iiinited- or non-English-speaking,students.
More than 1,000,000 students received
services in the reading, multicultural educa-
tion, language developMent, and/or mathe-
matics components. c

More volunteers were involved in school
.. programs than ever before. About 138,000

adult volunteers and 90,000 cross-age (stu-
dent) volunteers worked in the schools, as
compared to a total of 81,000 volunteers of
both types in'1975-(76. ,

I

plicatibfis

. BaCkgro d Characteristics of Participants

Compared to nonparticipants, students who
, participated i school programs supported b* early

childhood edu ation funds, educationally disadvan-
taged youth f dsi. ESEA Title I funds, bilingual
education fund , afici/or Miller-Unruh funds tended
td`.

Wave lowe socioeconomic backgrounds.
Include a 'urge proportion of students who
spoke Engliih plus a second language.

- Be more moile /transient.
iSuch significant ifferences in student background'

characteristics' m e general comparisons between
participants and n nparticiparas inappropriate.
Oa,

Indicatcits of Program Quality
Two indicators program quality -were utilized.

(1) reviews of sch ol-level, plans; and (2) program
quality reviews c nducted during monitor and
review {MAR) sch 1 visitations. The information
gathered from the r iews indicated the following:

More than 3,2 0 elementary school plans and
460 secondary chool plans were reviewed for
compliance wit applicable statutes and regu-
lations.
The monitor and review data indicated that
all sections of t e review instrument yielded

average of " ood" ratings for all schools.
Those grades wi ECE' funding, either alone
or in cornbinati n with other sources, had
consistently high r ratings than grades with
EDY, and/or ESE4 Title I funding alone.

Student chieyement '
District- reported ata from standardiZed ,

nationally normed test indicated that:
Across all grades s

1
udents in multiple-funded

schools typically exceeded the national
average by 1.2 tandard score poipts in
reading from the pretest to'the post-test.

7":
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Except in grade eleven the test score gairis in
reading and athematics of all participating
fluent-English-speaking students exceeded the
national average,
In grade three participating students scored
slightly above the national average on the
reading post-test.
In grades one and two, students scored above
the national average on tile post-test in
mathematics; students'in grade one exceeded
the national average by 5.1 standard score
points from the pretest to the post -test.
Students in ECE schools scored at or above
the national average on the post-test in
reading and progressed at a rate greater than
the national average.
Students in ECE schools scored from 0.5 to
2.6 standard score points atiove the national
average on the post-test in mathematics;
students in grade one showed the greatest
growth, exceeding the national average by 5.0
gtandard score points from the pretest to the
post-test.
The average pretest score in reading 'ECE-
only schools was above the national average.
On the post-test the students in these schools
exceeded the national average lzy 1.7 to 3.8
standard score points.
Data of limited reliability were reported for
limited- and non-English-speaking students.
While limited-English-speakints parti-
cipating in consolidated programs ,scored'
below the publishers' norms on the pretest in
both reading and mathematics, they tended to
progress at a rate greater than that of tire
publishers' 1norm group, except in grade-ten.
Across grade levels a greater fluctuation was
noted in gain scores for schools kr which
testing Was 'done on an annual basis than for
schools in which testing was done on --a
withintear bassis. No explanation could be

/Offered for this finding. -

California Assessment Program ,(CAP) data on
reading achievement in glades two and three
showed.the following;.

Historical profiles of, reading achievement
during the period 1973-74 to 1976-77 indi-
cated that grade three students in ECE gener-
ally had higher grade'scores than the students
in those schools had before the schools_
entered ECE. Reading achievement in ECE
Phase I schools and Phase IV schools in-
creased slightly; reading achievement in Phase
III schools decreased slightly; and achieve-,

runt in Phase II schools increased
stantially.',
A longitudinal analysis of Californil
ment Program reading achievemen
from 1975-76 to 1976-77 gliowed
dents in ECE schools made greater ga
students i a similar 'group of n
schools.. ;
Changes in average residual du; e read-
ing achievement scores, on the basis of the
number of years a school had partici ated in
ECE, showed improvement In iehic ement
with years of participation.' The nalysis
indicated a small buf positive dhang'e.

Findings from the Special Studies

sub-

Assess-
scores
at stu-

ns than
n-ECE

A limited fiend toward- declining third grade
residual reading scores in ECE schoOls whose
1973-74 Entry Level Test scores were in the owest
20 pel-cenr was reported in the Evaluern eport
of ECE, ESEA Title I, and EDY,- 197.51-76. That
finding led to two spedial follow-up stUdie that
were designed to examine in-d'epth the chara tens-

/c--tics of ECE schools with increasing and d cr asing
scores. A study of school processes by th D part-
ment of Ectucationishowed the following:3

Although breakdowns in the transl tio of
the intent bf ECE into edu ationa ex eri-

oth
res
ere
ing

ences for children were o erved
types of schools (those with declining sc
and' those wjth increasing scores), they
more evident in the schools with deqea
scores.
Positive leadetrship and managemint
change.% at both the district and school lev
characterized the schools with increas
scores; a lack of leadership or ineffect
leadership was noted at the . schools\ wi
decreasing-scores.
Teachers' attitudes and expectations we e
significant factors. Where teachersIlwe e
accountable for their students' perforMan e
and re'EeiWd accurate information about th t

of
ls,
ng
Ice

'Phase 1 schools entered ECE in 1973-74, Phase 11 schoo s
entered in 1974-75, Phase 111 schools entered in 1975-76, aid Phas
IV schools entered in 1976-77.

2A residual score is the difference between the predgfed Laverag
score of the students in a school and the actual score.

3Generalizations about the findings shoeltirecOnfined to th
study population of ECE schools teat scored in the loWest 2
percent of schools on the 1973-74 Entry Level Test (grade °he) and
that had an increase or decline in California Assessment Pograiril
thud grade reading achievement residual scores from 1973 t9 1976,

9.



performance, their behavior was likely toshave
a positive effect on students' test scores.
Staff development activities that were closely
tied to the instructional program were found*,

k to be more .effective than those of a non- .
specific !nature. Courses_ in multicultuyal
undersiandirig had a positive effect on .the
achievement of limited- and non-English
speaking students. .

Attempts to individualize the instructional
pr6gram with the advent of ECE had positive
effects ,on student achievement when people
were responsible for learning; negative effcts.

'went noted in those schools in which the
emphasis was on programs and materials.
Reading scores declined in schools in which
the curriculum consisted primarily of reading;
scores increased in schools in which students

, had an opportunity to apply reading skills in a
ranze of curricular areas.
Four problems with regard to evaluation were
common in all schools regardless of Whether
their scores .were increasing or decreasing: (1)
school personnel had minimal information or
misinformation about the tests and test
results; (2) school personnel failed to use the
information that was available; (3) because
monitor and .reyiew ratings' and 'test scores
measure different aspects of school func-
tioning, schools sometimes had .difficulty inte-
grqing and interpreting both type; of infor-
mation; and (4) the means for identifying arf"
assessing the ;progress of limited-English-
speaking and ,'non- English- speaking children
and for 'evaluating bilingual education pro-
grams were inadequate or nonexistent.

-
A special study of ,classrool processes was

conducted bs SRI International. Half of the
schools in the study were also part of the Depart-
ment's study sample.

Ananalysis of the relationship between reading
achievement scores and classroom instructional
process variables showed the following:

A positive relationship was found between a
high third grade reading achievementgain and
a low ratio of students to adults.
-Students in classrooms in which the ratio of
students to adults was low were absent less
often than those in classrooms in which the
ratio was high.
Highly controlled classroom environments in
which, teachers provided systematic instruc-
tion and a great deal of positive reinforcement

3

contributed to gains in third grade reading
achieventent.
Smalf-group instruction was more efficient
than work done with one child at a time
during the class period. in classrooms in
which reading achievement gains were small,
adults often worked with one child at a time,
and the other children did not receive the
supervision and guidance that they needed to
continue'to work on a task.

'Cldssrooms within schools tended to be very
different in terms of both the achieveme
gains made by children ,and the instruct
processes used by the teachers.

Major Implications from the Special, Study
of Selected ECE Schools

Thy implications of the above findings were as
follows:

nal

The expectations fOr what children can learn
should be raised in many schools, especially
those with high minority populations. This
includes the teachers' expectations with
regard to:

1. The types of activities for children (reading
and writing words, sentences, and par
graphs rather than filling, in the blanks,
providing iOte responses, -playing non-
instructional games, working puzzles, and
working with expensive media materials
and equipment)

2. Theipace of each child's progress (each
chilajOmaking optimal progress consistent
with the It hild's development rather than
each child working as slowly as he or she
desires to work)

3. The quality of children's work (regardless
of the type or of work, good work-.
manship -rather than half-hearted, sloppy
efforts)

Communitationwhether Written or oral,
from the state, from the district, or from
within the school- should be more frank and
personal, and the emphasis should be on the
primary role of human beings in the educa-
tional processes. Too much pf the infor-
mation received--byteachers, parents, and
children is couched in the abstract language of
"programs," which does not help people
understand what they are to do.
The importance of good leadership, regardless
of its source (principal, reading coordinitor,
group of teachers, or district) is fundamental.

1 0 I
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Good leadership en-tails, among tither things;
close contact and ifivolvement with those who
have operational responsibility for imple-
menting decisions, such as teachers and aides;_'
mutual st d respect; anticipatory plan-
ning, an ap ort for ongoing skills develop-

\ments. These and other good leadership
characteristics should be fostered through
personnel practices and policies, especially the
appointment Of school principals, and
throtigh staff development programs specifi-

. cally designed to improve the leadership
capabilities of those in leadership roles at the
school, district, and state levels.
Staff development progrims should foster a
clear sense of purpose and commitment to the
program and should help personnel integrate
new programs and skills with existing prac-
tices. The emphasis in staff development
should be on helping people to do their jobs
better: Staff development programs should be
people specific; that is, aides should be

grained' for the aide's job, and. teachers should
be trained for the teacher's job.

11 Teachers should pay close and frequent atten-
tion to how each child responds to instruction
and should occasionally use informal assess-
ment devices to check student progress. Initial
instruction should be provided by the teacher
(or some other person) rather than'by means
of media, materials, Or learning. stations.
Studentt should receive instruction in a
variety ! of, skills and should have
opportunities to use and apply the skills in
vari us curricular areas. The curriculum
show be such that the needsof all students
can be et, and especially those of limited-
and non' glish-speaking students.
In ,some--.scho s with full bilingual education
programs, heavy emphasis is placed on in:
structiw in the students' primary language
during tliM-early years of elementary school;
in the later years emphasig is-. placed on-
instruction in English. A need exists for some
way of assessing the students' profess during
boath phases of their elementary school ethica-
tion.

The specific implications for Department of p.t
Education action are discussed below. The current
practice of relying heavily on numerical indicators
of student achievement and progrdm quality ,

ratings provides information that is too limited to
provide for adequate examination of the impact of 1

funded programs at the school level. The depart-

. '
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ment is initiating action in six area to build a
broader, mote useful information base for program
evaluation and program imprOvement:

-no-ptfatFon with local educationaT s.
agencies, the Department is developing in
1977-78 means to use'. other indicators of the
impact of programs, including indicators of
affective deyelopment, student attitudes, and
scho81 environment.

.....lite-4nany practical' findings of the gpeCial,
studies indicated that the approaches in-
volving the case study and classroom process
observations are effective in examining the
nature and impact of programs. Such
approaches will be utilized gain.
The' Department will assist in local evaluation ,
efforts by developing a network among school
districts for the exchange of information
regarding special evaluation and research 4.,
studies. The network will facilitates' the
exch4nge of informationbothAudy tech;
niques and findingsamong people, with4om-
mon interests and will include newsletters,
network exchange services, and technical
assistance.'

Current methpds of reviewing school pro-
grams are being reexamined in light of experi-
ence as well as the provisions of AB 65. This
reexamination will include consideration .of
various alternative approaches to program
review, while int ing the consistency of
ratings that is ec sary across schools.Alter-
natirs that may e considered include in-
depth reviews of th special needs of schools
in which student ac evement is low and
review processes that focus on the unique
characteristics of intermediate anti secondary
schools.

4 Because reasons for., year-to-year changes in
school residual scores (bawd on California
Assessment Program Reading Test data) are
not clear, the Department plans to improve
the capacity of Department personnel to
understand and examine school situations
that may influence performande on the Cali-
fornia Assessment 'Program Reading Test.
Field service consultants, who regularly pro--
vide technical ptssistance and conduct program
reviews at' schOols, will receive training from
California Assessment Program personnel in
the interpretation .of aggregate and school-
level data. This training will be designed to
assist the field service personnel in their

A
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technical sassistance
efforts

and program review

Since a surprisingly large fluctuation in gain
scores. was -noted Weiss- grade levels, the
Department will conduct a thorough analysis
of the rerative advantages of annual testing as
compared. to within-year testing.

The problem of assessing the progress of hmited-
and non English- speaking students, is a concern of
both schools districts and the Departinentt, The
plQblem is not just the lack of appropriate Jesting
instruments, an even more pressing need exists -to
define better the desired nature and types of
services for limited- and non-English-Speaking stu-
dents at the school and classrooni levels. Schools
are statutorily required to provide insttation in a
language that is understandable to students who .

haver been identified -as limited.' or non-English
speaking, but instructional goals and desired out-
comes, have not yet been ,deireloped for such'
students. Jt is essential fo discover what instruc-
tional practices are lhost- effective in meeting the
current and long-term -academic and linguistic
needs of limited; and non- R-speaking 541-
dents. Toward addressing i concerns, the

r
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Dep artmeht has rbrmulated the following plans
and/or taken the following actions:

To pr vide for a cojierent instructional pro-
gra he Department- has developed guide-
lin s for interprqing the various requireme s

of ESEA Title VII; AB 2284, and AB 1329.
To provide . for greater specificity in the
bilingual education program , prototypes
described in the enabling legislation, The
Depg-tment is preparing operational defini-
tions for dissemination to schools and school
diStricts.
To determine what types of 'curricula and
instructional practices are most effective for
limited- and non-English-speaking students,'

,the Department is including an extensive case
study review of selected 'bilingual education
programs in its evaluation plan.
TO make known the bilingual assessment
instrument that do exist, the Department hag
developed \.an'' annotated bibliography of
selected achievement, affective, behavioral,
diagn4ic, and language proficiency instru-
men The Legislature- has -also. provided
funds for the development of an',1chievement

, test in SL:layish.
,
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II. IntroduCtiOn.
.. .

I -

This Evaluation Report' of Multiple-Funded Pio-
grams, 1976-77 is designed to provide a description
and interpretation of the effects in 1976-77' of
local school programs funded with early childhood
education' (ECE) finds,, educationally disadvan-
taged youth (EDY) unds,.`funds provided under
provisions of Title . I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act Of 1'965 (ESEA Title I),
bilingual education (AB 2284). funds, and Miller-
Unruh Basic Reading Act funds. Although these
funds are' allocated through separate statutory
authorizations, their administration has been con-
solidated ci improve school programs through a
comprehensive process of systematic program-plan-
ning, implementation, and evaluation at the distrfct
and school levels. This comprehensive approach t
program improvement reflects, the cooperative,...
efforts of the Legislature, the State .Board of
Education, and the Departniejtt of Eduscation to
support district and school efforts' to provide
quality educational_ programs for all students in
California. These efforts incotporate three dimen-
sionsi (1) the movement towlat.d an equitable-bge
level of school support that leoens the disparities
in wealth among districts; (2) the recognition that
various levels of support and assistance are requirtd
to meet the specia needs of such students as the
educationally disafivantaged, limited- and non-
English speaking, and physically and mentally
exceptional; and (3) the provision of support and
encouragembnt to ensure:that funds and program
improvement effortS to meet the unique educa-
tional needs of all students are coordinated
through -a planning, implementation, and evaltnt'-
tion piocess at school site.

A variety ucational se .p ovided for
by the additional funds from these ources:.The
funding sources represented in the schools vary in
accordance, with the needs of the students.
Approximately two-thirds of the public schools in
California receive funds. from one or more of the
five funding sources examined _in. this report. The

3-77208

corined annual expenditures from these sources
total approximately 960 million.

The responsibilities of the Department of Educa-
tion for the evaluation of the effects of programs
funded by these sources are broad and complex. In
addition to publishing this mandated stak-level
evaluation .report, the Department assists atistricts
with local program evaluations and performs local
program compliance reviews and program quality
reviews for purposes of prograin improvement. The
Department also conducts special,follow -up studies
of evaluation findings reported in precious years.

Senate Bill 1698 (Chapter 791, Statutes of
1976) amended Education Code Section 491.3
(Section 33403 of the reorganized and revised
code) to provide for a consolidated evaluation of
programs funded under several different funding
sources, including the folloWing:'

1--Early Childhood Education (ECE) Act
2. EducatiOnally Disadvantaged Youth (EDY)

Act .

3. Elementa,ry and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA), Title I

4. Bilingual Educatiori Act of 1972 (AB 2284)
5. Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act

In 'response to SB 1698 of 1976, the Depart-
ment developed a comprehensive state-level evalua-
tion designed to examine program coordination
resulting from the consolidation effort and to
collect the required enumeration, implementation,
and student achievement data.

The evaluation was de igned to address the
following broad questions:

1. For what statewide e ucational purposes were
consolidated application funds used?

1The Education Code was reorganized acd revised in 1976. In
subsequent citations fast referews are the section numbers from
the reorganized code (Assemblyidill 3100, Chapter 1010, Statutes
of 1976, as amended by Assembly Bill 3141, Char/ter 1011, Statutes
of 1976), which became effective on April 30, 1977. Section
numbers in parentheses or brackets, are from the 1973 code, as
amended.

I
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What was. the extelit of participation in
programs funded through the five sources?

3 How much money was allocated through the
various funding sources, and how was it
spent?

4. What was the nature of the implementation of
funded programs?

5. What inferences could be made about. the
'quality of the school programs and services
provided for by 015/ funding sources?

6. What Lnferences could be made aboUt the
performance of students who received services
in -*-(7-1.1ndeCI programs?

7 What were some characteristics of local
efforts-to evaluate school programs?

In addressing these questions and compiling this
rembrt. the Department used information from
annual school and district reports, reviews of
school plans, and on-site program reviews. student
achievement data, including California Assessment

./

Program reading scores and scores from publishers'
norm-referenced tests, information from a special
use study of a selected sample of schools with low-
achieving students, and information from a sample
of schOol and district evaluations.

This report consists of seven chapters. Chapter I
contains a summary of the evaluation findings and
a summary of the implications of those findings.
Chapter II is the introduction to the report.

, Chapter lir provides a description of the funding
sources and the programs supported by 1,lae funds
from those sources. Chapter IV includes descrip-
tions of the methodologies and procedures used in
the evaluation and a discussion-bf their advantages
and limitations. The findings, including enumera-
tion data, data on participants, and student
achievement data, are presented in Chapter V.
Chapter VI contains findings from the special
studies of selected EVE schools with low student
achievement. Charactenstics of local evaluation
efforts.are reported in Chapter VII.

4



III. Description of Funding Sources
and School Programs

Chapter III of the evaluation report contains
descriptions of the funding sources, legislative
intents, goals, specific eligibility criteria, and the
scope and nature 3: f the ...district and school
programs supported by the various funding
sources.

Funding Sources

.Five major funding sources are coordinated
through the consolidated application and evalua-
tion processes. Four are state sources. (1) Early
Childhood Education (ECE) Act, (2) Educationally
Disadvantaged Youth .(EDY) Act, (3) Bilingual
.Education Act (AB 2284), and (4) Miller-Unruh
Basic Reading Act. The fifth funding source, the
Ele4nentary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA),
Title 1, is a federal source. Participating schools
may receive funds from as many as five or as few as
one of the funding sources. They use the funds for
which they are eligible in a manner set forth in a
coordinated, comprehensive plan that is designed
in, accordance with the funding source program .
goals, specific student eligibility critent, and legis-
lative intents. In their planning effort schools assess
school and individual student needs to define
school program goals and to develop the necessary
instructional it1d support services to achieve the

Chart III-1 shows how funds. flow from the
sources to provide for services to students. From
the figure one can readily see that school and
student eligibility for funds and services varies
from source to,source. However, once the funds
are allocated, they are integrated at the school level
to support a variety of services designed to meet
the utiique needs of eligible students. Thus, in
schooti receiving funds from more than one source,
the separate sources are utilized to provide coordi-
nated services, which, other than being targeted at
eligible students, need not be identified indi-

*Vidually on the basis of source of funding.
. The descriptions presented below teflect the

statutes and regulations that were in effect and the

'Mr
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procedurd that *ere used during the 1976-77
school year. The reader should note that recently
enacted legislation, notably Assembly Bill 65
(Chapter 894, Statutes of 1977), will markedly
change the funding allocation procedures for
various state funding sources.

Early Childhood Education Act

The early childhood education legislation
(Chapter 1147, Statutes of 1872) was designed to
provide an "umbrelfa" or framework under which
primary education (kindergarten through grade
three) in California could be reformed or restruc-
tured. Integral to the umbrella approach is the
coordination of categorical funding to provide
additional services to meet the needs of special
populations within a school. The primary goal of
ECE is to provide for all students in kindergarten
through grade three an education that is designed
to meet their unique needs, talents, interests, and
abilities. The extensive participation of parents and
the community in general in the educltion of
children in the early grades was also called for in
the ECE legiSlation. Early childhood education
differs frofn other funding sources in that through
ECE, funds are allocated to districts for the
purposes of reforming and restructuring total
school prdgains so that they can address the
individual needs of all children in kindergarten
through grade three.. The other funding sources,
though allocated to districts for eligible schools
and identified students, provide fOr supplemental
services to subsets of a school's population, not the
entire kindergarten through grade three popula-
tion.

Each year at least half of the ECE funds for any
participating district.must be used at those schools
that have the greatest "educational need." The
measure of educational need is the percent or
number of students scoring at or below the 25th
percentile on standardized, nationally normed
reading or mathematics achievement tests) The

_other half of the ECE funds may be used for any
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o CHART 111-1 .

Descriptive Data on Funding Sources for Multiple-Funded School Programs, 1976-77

,.. -..

Data
categories

Programs , .

Early childhood
education

Educationally
disadvantaged

youth ' ESEA Title 1
Bilingual

education

,

MillerUnruh

Eligible grades (K-3) (K-12) (K-12) (X-12) (K-6)
Authorizing agency
and allocation
procedure

Legislature; money
to Department
of Education

.

Legislature, money
toDepartment
of Education

Congress, money
to U.S. Office of
Education and .

U.S. Office to
Department of
Education; money to
counties on basis of
poverty indexd

Legislature,money
to Department
of Education,

.

Legislature, mone:
to Department
"of Education'

Basis on which
State Department:.
of Education dis- 1

tributes money
to districts

Success of
schools ei

\
.

.,

Index of low in-
come, trail-
siency. and
limited- and non-
English-speaking
students

Aid io Families
with Dependent
Children (AFDC)
count

Competitive pro)-
eQt application

1

.

Previous parucipa.
non of schools
within district

.
1.

Z
Basis on which
district distrib-
utes money to
schools

.

School plan (50
peitent must be
spent at schools
with lowest
achievement)

Low achievement
4.

Poverty indexes

)

.

School plan
-

,

,

Need for reading
specialist
position*

Basis on which
schools provide
services

To all K-3 students
on basis of mdi-
vidi I needs; use
of o er funding
sources to aici in
program planning
and coordination
of services

To identified
K-12 students
on basis of low
achievement;
priority given to
youngest students

.

To identified
. K-1.2 students

on basis of low
achievement;
priority given- to
youngest students

rBilingual services
to classrooms
identified in prof-
ect application

. .

To identified 4-3
or 4-6 students
oh basis of lo'
reading achieve-
ment .

16
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LonJanation of sLhokils Tkat.the district stlects,
since all schools are eligibre'for funding. 1

Upon State Board of Education approval of a 4.

shoot's proposed program, ECE funds were allo-
'catedi to districts in 1976-W7- on the -basis of S140
per student enrolled in kindergarten through grade
three. An additional S70 was allocated for each
student who spored at or beloltV the 25th percentile'
of national norms in, reading -or 'mathematics
achievement. A district could not receive the
additional S70 for more than 25 pr'eicent of the
participating studentS in the district.

Educationally Disadvantaged Youth Act

State funding for encationally disadvantaged
youth (EDY) was authorized by Chapter 1406,
Statutes of 19Q2 (SB 90). Educationally disadvan-
taged youth funds are intended, to provide funds to
suppbrt q-aality educational services for low-
achieving Students.

Educationally disadvantaged youth funds are
allocated to school districts iri accordance with a
formula that jsncjudes indexes of limited- and
non - English -spec students, transiency, and
overty. The formula is given in Appendix A.

Once district eligibility km' EDY funding is
established. districts select those school attendance
areas that' include the studerits -with the greatest
educational need. School need is determined by
either the number or percent of students scoring
below the 25th percentile on standardized achieve-
ment tests in reading and mathernatics. Al) stu-
dents who are in schools that receive EDY funds -
and who score below the 50th, percentile- on
standardized achievement tests are eligible for
services. Under provisions of the Ethicationally
Disadvantaged Youth Act, EDY funds are used to
serve only those students enrolled in public educa-
tion programs.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title I

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary gduca-
ti n Act of 1965 authorizes funding for edu-

tional programs that are designed to benefit
students from low-income families. Title I funds
,are allocated to California on the basis of the
number of children from low - income families in
each county. The Department of Education then
allocates funds to school districts within counties
on the bas} of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (DC) data from the counties. Within a
school district schools are ranked on.the basis of
the poverty -of the populations they serve. Schools

11

with a povert index exceeding the district average
powVy Index are eligible for Title I funds. .

Once ESEA Title I funds are allocat'ed to a
school, students are selected for participation do
the basis of their educational need; which is

define to
I

include students scoring below the 50th
percen ilet on standardized achievement tests or
those hp have serious learning deficiencies be-
cause of linguistic, social, cultural, or economic
isolation.

While ESEA Title I funds may be expended for
students at all grade levels through grade twelve,
state regulations require that the youngest eligible
children within the district he served first when
categorical aid monies are insufficient to serve all

..,eligible children.
Students attending nonpublic schools are eligible

for services prOvided for by ESEA Title I funds if
they live in an eligible attendance area and are
educationally deprived: ESEA Title I funds.are also

iprovided to-the state to serye handicapped students
living in state institutions, migrant students, and
students in state institutions for the neglected or
delinquent.

Bilingual Education Act of 1972

' The Bilingual Education Act'of 1972 (Chapter
1258, Statutes Of 1972) (AB 2'284) was enacted to
establish bilingual, bicultural programs for limited-
English-speak ing. and non-English-speaking
students.

Districts submit project applications,and funds
are awarded through a competitive grant process.
Programs are developed in the context of the----,,,
intent of the Bilingual Education Act, which
includes (f) the students' d lopmkt pt-of fluency
in English as well as compe ce in their primary
language; (2) the provision for positive reinforce -
mnt of students' self;concepts; and (3) the devel-
orent of intercultural awareness among students,
patents, and instructiopal staff.

Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act

In 1965 the Legislature passed the ,Miller-Unruh
Basic Reading Act (Education Code sections
54100-54180 [5770 through 5798] ) to prtivide
reading specialists "for the prevention and correc-
tion of reading disabilities at the earliest possible
time in the educational career of the pupil.".
School eligibility for Miller-Unruh funds was deter-
mined on the basis of reading scores at the time the
funds were first allocated. The highest priority is
given to students in grade one, second priority is
given to students in gradeS two and three.

1 Y.
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School Programs

As was described in the previous section, funds
from five major sources are appropriated for use in
eligible districts and schools. School districts apply
for funds from these sources by submitting to the
State Department of Education Form A-127D,
Consolidated Application for Funds for Educa-
tional Programs. On the basis of state regulations
and district policy (for certain funding sources
only), school districts determine the amounts from
each funding source to be allocated te. the schools
in the district.

c

School Restructuring Through Early Childhood Education

Schools whose funding sources include early
childhood education are, unique with respect to
schools with all other funding sources or combina-
tion of funding sources. Because early childhood
education finds are not "categorical" funds, EdE
programs are designed for all kindergarten through
grade three students at participating schools. The
concepts of restructuring school processes and
operations encompass the entire school in the
primary grades. All funds received by the school,
including basic aid, district support, and categorical
funds, are to be used in support of ? unified
instructional program in which all of the restruc-
turing concepts ase incorporated.

The instructional program in an ECE school.
should be such' that the needs, interests, and
capabilities of each child are provided for. The
instructional program should also provide for
instructional settings, groups, materials, and

,instruction that will enhance each child's academic,
emotional, and social development Each child in
an ECE school should have access to assistance and
attention from classroom teachers, aides, volun-
teers, parents, and cross-age tuts:, as needed.
Curricular emphasis should be on rea i , mafhe-
inatjcs, language development, and multicultural
awareness. Children's health needs should receive
appropriate attention. Parents should be encour-
aged to participate in classroom activities, as school

'advisory committee members, and as volunteers in
other ways; and they should have an opportunity
to broaden their knowledge of their child's edueli-
tion. All kindergarten through grade three staff
members should have opportunities to increase
their, knowledge and skills so as to be better able to
provide an effective instructional program. Infor-
mation gathering, evaluation, and decision making
are participatory; that is the various members of
the school community assist in making the deci-
sions that affect them Most. The needs of students

, .

with limited. or no English langthge experierrce
should be addressed through instruction in English
and in their primary language, and staff develop-
ment programs designed to help the school staff
better meet the needs of such students should be
provided.

Students with special needs i ECE schools that
develop an overall kindergarten through grade .

three school plan are to receive special services in a
manner that provides for coordination with the
overall school plan. The special services are direc-
ted toward only the students with special needs,
and they are designed to serve as a valuable
supplement to the services that all students receive.
These services must be over and above those
provided in the regtria'r instructional program.
Some examples of services over and attove those Of
the regular program are additional time and atten-
tion from aides, special assistance from a resource
specialist teacher in the classroom, periodic visits
to a resource room or resource center that might
haV& special audiovisual equipment, books, or
instructional materials, additional time with the
school nurse or, counselor, and cultural enrichment
activities such as visits to museums, government
buildings, parks, and other community facilities.
All of the services just described could be proVided
from the funds allocated to meet the students'
special needs.

o

. School Programs for Students with Special Nee'as.

Schools that receive funds to serve students with
special needs are required to plan only with respect
to the subpopulation of students with special
needs. Stich schools include ECE schools that
'receive special funds to serve students in grades
four through six. All areas of the curriculum are to
be addressed in a plan that provides for instruction
based on the identified needs of the low-achieving
students' only. Parent participation and parent
education are to be emphasized. All additional
services are directed toward low-achieving students

. only. Staff development activities are required to
enable teachers and paid and volunteer staff to
provide the special services for the identified
students. Any of the special services described in
the aboVe section on ECE schools might be
planned for in a school receiving funds only for
students with special needs. The program designed
for students with special needs should be well
coordinated withNhe school's basic instructional
.pro gra m.

Al', schools that complete and submit a schoo l
level/plan must address within the plan (and thus in

18



the school's' program) the special needs of the
limited- and non-English-speaking student en-
rolled. Such students are to receive instruction
designed to improve their mastery of English,
including their skills of speaking, reading, and
writing. They are also to receive instruction in all
curricular areas in their primary language 9ntil they
are able to benefit from in§truction in English
only. Schools typically employ bilingual aides and
bilingual resource teachers and purchase special
materials in the second language to meet the needs
of limited- and non-English-speaking students.

While all schools must provide for the needs of
limited- and.non- English- speaking students regard-
less of the funding source(s) from which they may
receive funds, some schools also have bilingual
education programs funded under proyisions of AB
2284 of 1972. The programs at those schools must
include one or }Wore classrooms in which a bilin-
gual, biliterate teacher provides instruction in the
students' primary language and in English.iTwo-
thirds of the students in a bilingual classroom must
be limited- or non-English-speaking children, at
least one-third must be fluent-English-speaking
students. Student needs are to be assessed in both
languages, and continuous assessment of student
progress, instruction appropriate to the individual
student, and evaluation and modification of the
instructional program should all be features of
bilingual education classrooms. Instructional
materials and an environment that fosters under-
standing and pride in the students' culture and
language and in the dominant culture and language
are to be provided. Staff inservice training activi-
ties, parent involvement activities, and other sup-
port services should be provided in the same
manner as in the programs previously described.

Classroom aides in bilingual education class-
rooms are to be bilingual, and students should have
many opportunities to see, hear, and .speak their
primary language. In addition to instruction in
reading, writing, and other curricular subjects in
their primary language, students should receive
instrUction in oral and written English as their
mastery of reading in their primary language
Warrants.

Secondary School Services for Students with
Special Needs

'Secondary schools are eligible Only for funds to
be used for students with special needs (low-.
achieving students). The funds are to be used in the
development and implementation of instructional
services that are over and above those available to
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all students in the regular school program. Typical
services are those provided by classroom aides, in
special reading or mathematics laboratories, and by
teachers with special skills in remedial work.
Classroom aides in secondary schools are trained to
give assistance to those students in the class who
are eligible for program participation. In some
secondary schools special laboratories are provided
through compensatory education (Title I/SB 90)
funding. Students may be assigned to the labora-
tory on a temporary basis as individyal assessment
warrants, such assignment. The laboratory experi-
ence must supplement a student's regular class-
room instration. Specially skilled teachers may
assist identified students in the regular classroom
or in a laboratory or resource center, using
individual assessment procedures, educational
media, and remedial materials provided with com-
pensatory educatPon funds. Staff development
activities are required for all staff members who
have responsibilities for the identified student
participants. At the secondary level the, supple-
mentary instructional program is usually confined
to reading and/or mathematics. Refutations require
that the youngest students be served first, and

,many programs in secondary schools serve students
in the ninth and/or tenth grades only since serving
al( eligible students in these grades frequently
exhausts the funds available to support the pro-
gram.

Schools with Miller-Unruh Reading Specialists

Some schools with kindergarten through grade
six have a reading specialist supported by Miller-
Unruh Basic Reading Act funds. In schools that are
involved in comprehensive school-level planning
(and that receive funds from any of the other
funding sources), the services of the reading
specialist must be included in the school's instruc-
tional plan as part of the iqegrated services that
are available to meet the needs of each student.

Miller-Unruh reading teachers work _directly with
students with reading deficiencies, providing
remedial work and conducting other activities.
Miller-Unruh teachers typically give first priority to
first-grade stlidents. The reading specialist may also
work with classroom teachers as a resource person
to help them _meet the varied needs of students in
the area of reading. No .standard Miller-Unruh
program exists,, rather, various patterns of services
are provided by Miller-Unruh teachers. Services,
whether in a school in which the Miller-Unruh
teacher is the only "exti4" or in a school in which

nJ
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,
the instructional piogram is supported by 'several

'funding sources, are determined at the scho61 level.
<

-
Summary ,1

The, five 'consolidated applicatik funding
,sources discuSsuein this report provide the neces-
sary support -to implement schbol restructuring
through Ea and to provide to eligible students
services above and beyond tltbse available through,
the reguldr`instructional program.

School programs%developed through these fund-
ing sources are of two types. (1) those designed to
restructure . the total program in kindergarten
through grade three; and (2) those that provide
services for studerits'with special educational needs.

Restructuring elfairts in ECE schools are charac-
terized by (1) schoOlwide planning for the restruc

turing the program in kindergarten through
gra three to address the needs of all students in
these grades; and (2) planning for the use and
coordination of all available resourcesbasic aid,
district support, and ,categorical resources within
the overall "uml?rella" of the ECE restructuring
plan.

.

Services for students with special 'educational
needs are characterized by (1) targeting of services
only to identified, eligpible students; and (2)
comprehensive planning for "over and above"
services to ensure that they address the individual
needs of each identified student.

It is alsO important to note here that since each
participating school and its students have tinique
characteristics, no single program or set ot* features
characterizes a ;`model" program.

"
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IV. Methodology, Procedures,: and Limitations

Chapter IV includes descriptions of ftte
Nuethods, procedures, and instrumentation used to

compile and analyze the data for this evaluation
report. The methods, described include those that
were used to collect data to answer' questions
about . program participation and.-expenditures,
questi ns, related to the nature and the quality of
schoo programs and services; and questions about
the achievement of students who received services.
The advantages and limitations of Ow major data
sources and of the special technical studies are
discussed. Also included is a. description of the
methodologies used to select schools for the special
case studies.'

Information and Data Collection Procedures

In examining the effects of programs funded*,
through the consolidated application funding
Sources, the Depattment considered .the following:

Enumeration data, including allocation and
expenditure information, describing the scope

I of school programs supported through the t

five funding sources 4
Indicators of school program quality
IndiCators of student achievement in reading
and mathematics
Circumstances associated with increasing and
decreasing reading scores*
Examples of local evaluation -efforts .

The reader should note that drawing inferences
from a review of a single type of data, such as
student klileVement data, would not provide for a

'comprehensive look at the outcomes ofjiLograrns.
This report is therefore based upon Illieries of
=analyses of information pertaining td the areas
described above.

The squrces of data that were used in tile
evaluation of progiams that received fundis.through
the consolidated application in,1976-77:are listed ==

in Chart .IVt These data sources _.are described in
terms Of (1 the level of the agency, that completed
the instrument, (2) the instrument that was used to

4-77208

gather the data; (3) the agency that completed the
instrument, and (4) the typso or data collected.
Many of the .instruments listed were also used for
.other purposes, such as determining participant
eligibility and planning at the scho*, district, and
state levelsvi -.

Enumeration Data on Participants " ..

All participating schools were asked to file an
end-of-year report that included information about

itthe numbers of students who recei?red services
provided for under each fu ing source, the
numbers of volunteers. who w rked in the pro-.
grams, and the numbers of personnel hired with
funds frckm the various, funding sources. Self-
reported enumefation data were verified by data-
editing procechdes established by thelDepartment.

Allocation and Expenditure Data f'"
, Informatibn about the percents of expenditures

in the various budget categories, for each of the
II funding Sources, was obtained by examining A
sam e Of preliminary districtptinancial reports.

a.

ndicators of rrogram Quality ,

As described earlier, a major goal' of the ECE
restructuring effort is to improve instrtuotion and

= thereby increase' stAden.t achievement in basic
skills. In most case such improvement requires
institutional changes that 4-fect the goals, roles,
and environment of participating districts, schools,
staffs, and communities. Tfie collective effects of
institutional ch ge are reflected in the quality of
the prtograms in pa ting_schools.

In _1976-77 the Depa ent of Education uted
two methods to ex ne program quality. (1)
reviews of school pr am ,plans; and (2) on-site
pr am quality reviews Ad program ciimpliance
reviews. r.

School Plan Reviews .

All schools that received funds through the
consolidated application Itetrequired to engage in

is 21
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' CHART 11,-1

DataSources Used in thiEvaluation ofiECE, ESEA 1, tbY,
Education, and Miller-Unruh Programs, 1976 -77

Level of educational
agencies I

Instrumen1s)cused to
gather data

°Agency completing
r_, ,iii'strument

t 0 - "4

Ty es of datftollected

Enumerailorgdatr

Elementary and secondary
schools with multiple ,

funding

Districts wi Miller-Unruh
fundin

tyogram Quality

Districts receiving multiple
funding .

Elementary- and secondary
schools with multiple
funding

Elementary schools with
multiple funding

Selected elementary schooli
to. .

1... 1

.
.

Selected sample of ECE _

schools with ,declining and
i asing student .

achie ement \
Student achievement data

Elementary and secondary
schools with multiple
funding

All _elementary schools

i. .-.

*;

-

Phase I, Consolidated
Evaluatia Report
(Form E-.127P)

'Form Mr-A . ,

, \. ,..

Form A-12'7D
.

.
.

Form A-127ES
T

Form A-127Se c
. .-

School-level plan critique
,

Program Quality Review
Instrument

.School Level Program
Compliance Review
Instrument

District Level Program
'-Compliance Instrument

Special study -,,

.

.

ase I, Consolidated ,,

Elaluation Report
(Form E-127P)'

California Assessment
Rrogram Entry Level Test
(grade one) and R ding
Test (grades two an
three)

Schools
;

,-

Distric.office
-.....c-,...."ql- ,.

-1.
.2....,'f ,r.

;216.. ., ---

District offic-

.
. .

Schools
.

.. i
,

S.
4

State Department of
Education _

.

State Department of
Education
,

..-

"/* ' 4

'State Department of
ucationanand SRI

4diternational '
_

Schools

Schools

.*
k. (

*

.

-

,

,
°

Euumeration of pupils, program
personnel, and volunteers

A

.Parti paling schools

- \
tiict-level allocation plans and

pplication for funding '

School-level plans:- needs assessment
zeport and description, objectives,
actniities, evaluation, dissemination
and budget .

School gee plp,specifIcationsc.

e -4 ,
- lb .

On-site reliew and rating ofprogram
implementation ',, ,

.
., .

)
School case studies and classroom
obseations *1.

_observations

.

..
.

Pupil achievement ,on publishers'
,norm,refeienced tests (pretest

'
.

"rid post-test)
.

) -

,
Assessment of entry-level educational

skills at the beginning of glade
one; reading skills at the endof
grades two and three

. .
.
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a systematic planning process for eakh of the
following program components:.

-Language development
Reading
Mathematics
Multicultural education
Staff development-
Parent participation
Parent e:ducation,
Health/auxiliaryrvices

All elementary schools that received ECE, EDY,
1,ESEA Title I, pr bilingual education funds pre-

pared and submitted comprehensive program plans
for 1976-77. For the majority of these schools, the
planning process was implemented as part of the
ECE restructuring efforts. SecOndary schoOls that
received EDY,. ESEA Title I, and/or -bilingual
education funds conducted planning in much the
same manner as .the elementary schools; each
submitted a school program plan!

School plans submitted to The Department of
Education were reviewed by Department personnel
or by trained readers from offices of county
,supqintendents of schools or school district staffs.
Two types of plan reviews were returned --to
schools: (1) -a compliance review, in which were
indicated the areas in which the school plan was
out of compliance with regulations; and (2) a
quality critique, in which possible weaknesses in
the program design were indicated. In previous
years quantifiable ratings were part of the quality
critique,. but those ratings were discontinued,. in
1976-77 in an effort to reduce- the paperwork
burden on the schools.

On-site compliatice _reviews and quality reviews
of elementary school programs. Monitor and
review visits were conducted to review school-level
program compliance and to assess the quality of
prpgiam implementation. Monitor and review
teams of at least two persons visited schools during
the period from October 1,19\6,10 May 4,1977.
The teams spent two days in each school that was
receiving funds from more than one source and
that had an average daily attendance (a.d.a.) over
175 and two days in each school that was receiving

ECE funds and that had an a.d.a. ovei. 250.
Visits to other schools Were for one day only.

Monitor and review teams consisted of either a
Department- of Education employee or other
experienced individual, atvho acted as the lead
person, and a second team member, who was either
an employee of\the Department or Other individual
experienced in the monitor aid review procedure.

. .
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Personnel from offices, of county superint ndents
of schools and school districts comprise ore
than a majority, of the monitor and revi w eam
members.

Designing instruments and procedures o sSess
program quality both within and across o sands i
of schools statewide is udifficult . /The
development Of measuring 7strument f /these
purposes involves new assumptions an ,Methads.,
When used within schools, the mo Ito and review
process is intended to provid stematic feedback
to a school about its program planning, imple-
meritaticrn, and evaluation. This fee ckf is
designed to aid-in future program develop en by
encouraging_ ongoing planning, internal nitor
and,,review, and process and product evalua ion.
Across schools the monitor and review proc is .

designed to pr9vide information regarding the
quality of various aspects of school programs.

The two instruments used during the monitor
and review visits were the,,School Level Program
Compliance Review Instrumen nd the Program
Quality Review Instrument, The compliance instru- ,

ment was used at each school visited to determine
areas in which a .school's program was atit of
compliance wijh regulations. No overall data were
compiled' across schools on the extent of compli- .

ance. Thus, the findings from compliance reviews
consist of the number Of schools that received such
reviews. .).

The Program QualityAeviev) Instrument was
redesigned. for 1976-77. It ,included , 49 items
related to a school's funded program. The items
were organized into three categories: (l) develop-
ment and use of the school's program plan; (2)
program implementation, and (3) ongoing program
development. Forty-tiVe of the items*ere appli-
cable to progra4s in non -ECE grades and schools
not receiving ECE funding. The rating sale on the
quality instrument ranged from 0 (no el/ ence) to,
5 (excellent). The ratings were avera across
schools to Obtair,i_the information on iwhich the
findings .'4 Chapter V were based. Copes of both
the Scho A' Level Program Complian e Review
Instrument and the Pt.bgram Qualit Review
Instrument are included in Appendix B.

Factor analyses were pefformed on tle 1976 -77
Prtrgram Qua* Review Instrument enformation
to enhance undenstanding pf the *Thies it
appeared to Measure. FOr grades with ECE fund-
ing, the strongest factor appeared to be an instruc-
tional factor pertaining to the development of the
plan, diagnosis and prescription in language devel-
opment, reading and mathematics, continuous prog-

.14
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ress in' mathematics, balanced curriculum, and
i rovement of the learning environment.

e same type of f&pr analysis was performed
on the items for grades without ECE fhnding The
strongest factor was an instructional/particip) ion
factor that included the relationship of the re-
scription to the .dignosis in mathematics, pro-
viding for students' individual needs through a
variety of methods and materials, parent participa-
tion; parent education; Staff development for
teachers, aides, principal, and support staff,tand
ongoing plattifthg in the area of the evaluation of
information about the program. .

The 'factor analyses of the Program Quality
Review Instrument information for both groupi
indicated that the instructional items diagnosis,
prescription, materials, and continuous progress
continued to be the heart of the Program Quality
Review Instrument. Support factors, such as staff
development, health/auxiliary_sefficas-, and parent
participation, were a second focus, and the needs
of limited- and non-gnglish-speaking students were
a thirdWita of emphasis.

Secondary school on-site reviews. Secondary
school programs were reviewed only for compli-
ance with regulations. The data from the reviews
consist of the number of schools that were
reviewed. .

Evaluation of the Monitor and Review Process

The Department of Education conducted an
evaluation of the nitor and review process at
both the elementarr and secondary school levels.
Questionnaires were sent to each school4visited in
1976-77. A total of 657 questionnaires (53 per-
cent) were returned by the elementary schools. A
copy of the questionnaire and data obtained from
it are included in.Appendix C. The responses were

- generally favorable. Secondary schools returned
956 questionnaires. In general, the process was
rated as satisfactory in the secondary schools.
Elementary schools returned one survey form per
school that represented a consensus of viewpOints;
responses from, individuals were returned from
secondary schools, which accounts for the fact that
the number of secondary school forms returned
was .larger than the number of schools visited. The
survey form sent fo elementary schools included an
opportunity for schools to write "recommenda-
tions." The most frequent recommendations made
about the monitor and' reviews process were .(1)
take a longer time in schools/classrooms (20
percent); and (2) simplify the Program Quality
Review -Instrument (15 percent). A group of state

( , 7

and district personnel has revised the process for
the 1977-78 school year:

Advantages and Limitations of the Monitor
and Review Process

Both the advantages and the limitations of the
monitor, and review process stem in part from the
several pu_moses that the process is designed to
serve. The=Idvantages of the on-site review process
in prraviding feedback to schools about the
strengths and Weaknesses of their programs include
the oppoitunity for persons from outside the
school or district to proVide a different perspective
of the program. Another strength of the process is
that it provides a relatively straightforward evalua-
tion framewo* that, in fact, can be 'utilized by the
school itself aikid can be adjusted, if necessary, to
meet the particular conditions at a school. The
on-site rev 1v process is clearly superior to ques-
tionnaires, surveys, or other documents for gather-
ing information about program quality within, and
'across schools. HEIZever, the very strengths of the
processthe direct people-to-people involvement
limit to some extent the inferences that can be
drawn froin they data obtained. One shopld use
caution it interpreting the data:across schools.

One limitation of ratings of program quality
obtained through the Program 1,Quality R,eview
Instrument is the interrater reliability of such data.
Although every effort is made to ensure that two
teams applying the instrument at diffefent times at
different schools are using the same standards or
criteria when assigning numerical ratings, one
cannot be sure that differences in ratings among
schools are not a function of differing rater
perceptions and, standaids rather that. actual dif-
ferences in program quality. The results of a study
of interteam reliability conducted in 1975-76 and
reported in Evaldaiion Report of ECE, ESEA Title
I, and EDY, W5-76, indicated that two
visiting the same school at the same time to d to
give very similar ratito the school's program.

A second limitatu=of the monitor and review
data is that no longitudinal comparison of program
quality is possible. Both the Program Quality
Review "Instrument and the populations of the
schools iated have changed from year to year,,
making it difficult to determine whether school
program quality changes as a function of time or
other circumstances.

A third limitation stems from the population of
schools that receive monitor and review visits each'
year. 'The schools selected for visits are, either new
to the program or. are those that were ranked low

24



in overall program quality thepievious year. Thus,
the group reviewed could not be considered repre-

,sentatNe bf, all schools participating, in the pro -
,.. grams, and the ratings of these "netv" and "low"

schools are not representative of the quality of
programs across participating schools.

indicators of-Student Achievement
Student achievement data were derived from

two sources. (1) 'California ssessmeht Program
tests, and (2) publishers' norm- referenced tests.

California Assessment Program Da

/ Attention has shifted in the consolidated evalua-
bon report to utilization of California Assessment
Program. schoolwide achievement scores. Two
major advantages of these scores over the school-
reported publishers' norm-referenced test scores

, are that (1) they are based on uniform tests
' administered throughout the state (the Entry Level

Test fOr all grade one students and the Reading
'..-....--- Test fot all students in grades two and three), and.

(2) they are given only at the time of the year for
who empirical norms are available. On the other
hand, two disadvantages of the California Assess-
ment Program tests are that (1) they are designed
to yield only state-, district-, and school-level
reading data and are not designed to provide data
on subgroups of siudents within schools, amid (2)
the second and third grade test does not cover

4114011

mathematic's achievement.
Vanous'analyses were conducted on the basis of

data provided by the California Assessment Pro-
gram. Analyses of trends in reading scores aniCan
examination of the relationshipPbetween lading
achievement and socioeconomig, and dempgraphic
variables were conducted.for ECE schools and for a
matched group of non-ECE schools. This longitudi-
nal analysis of reading achievement performance of
students in ECE' spools was based on data
obtained by complex statistical analyses (multiple
regression) of tte performance of students in all
elementary schools in California. The school served-
as the unit of analysis, and the 7egressiNariables
included grade one Entry Level Test scores from
the California Assessment Progra , socioeconomic"
index, percent of bilingual students, and student
mobility rate from the California Assessment Pro-

- gram survey; Al a result of the analyses, it was
possible to obsferve changes in reading test scores
among ECE schools relative to changes inditudent
populations and length of ECE particiAtion Cali

c

. .
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fornia Assessment Program scores are for use in
only grades two,.three,:six, and twelve.

Publishers' Nokm-Referenced Test data 4

Student achievement data from publishers'__
norm,referenCed tests were reported to ,the Depart -
ment V. districts: These tests measure a broad
spectrum of skills within identified areas, suoh as

c,
reading or mathematics, but they are relatively
insensitive to specific insthactional program objec-
tives.',They are designed to reflect the achievement
gains of individual students 4npared to a large
population of, students, but my are not specifi-
cally geared to the speciatyieeds of students in anK
target group. Consequently, the use of ;uch tests
tends to result in underestimates of the gains-made
by_ the student toward program objectives. The
problem of ring and comparing the progress
of schools with its own unique jet f
objectiveswas alleviated only par y by ally ing
schools to -choose, for use in th evaluAtion, a
partiCular norm-referenced test rom ajlist of
commercially developed standardized, achievement
tests. .

Virtually all participating schools were required
to administea publishers' norm-referenced tests in
reading and mathematics on it Pretest and post-test.
basis. Most schools pretAted studetts in October
and post-teste them the following May; some
schools test bn an annual basis (May/May). The
achievement eks that were used are listed, by
frequency of use, in Appendix D. The. frequency
distribution of ,clapsed time between pretesting and
post-testing for schobls is shown in App4ndix E.

Publishers' national norms for achievement test
scor represent the achievement levels of typical
studrnk is in the nation. A comparison of participat-
ing students' scores with publishers' national norms
is useful in that it indicates how paiiiiCiPating
students are scoring relative to ll national sample of
students at the same grade level.

While test scores have often been expressed in
grade equivalents, many technical shortitomings
exist in the use of this particular type of derived
score,' Given these shortcomings, the Department
has analyzed student achievement using standard
scores based on a national mean score of 50 and a
standard deviation of 10. These standard scores

A technical discussion f the shortcomings of grade equivalent
scores can be cound in D. llorst, G. K. Tallmadge, and C. Wood,
Measuring Achievement Gains in Educational Protects (RMC, Report
UR -243). Los Altos, Calif.. RMC Corporation, October, 1974, pp.
8-10.

/-
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were coMputed," from mean -raw scores when
inrlevel testing-was conducted ana.from mean scale
scores when out-of-level testing ,was .used.' The
stan_,cIalad score's-were computidts follows:

'L) T = '50 +(X 3 10 ' )

SD' .

where' t = standard Sore
X =,school mean score

. 5(-14- publisher's mean scone
SD = publisher's standar viation

Conversion of the data ,to andarcr -score
facilitated irierpretation of thV f dings in relatio
to national norms. Assume, for exaniple, Ath
students had an average pretest standard scoitoft
48 and an average 'post-teste.andard score of 48.
The tudents would have Maintained their same
position relative to the national norm group. In
other words, the students would have made thV
same gain that the norm group made. To the
eftent that the posl-test score wag. greater than the
pretest score, he students .could be considered to Ai,
hays4 ine more than the-norm group.

In the computation of achievement' gains, scores
were used for onlye'those students' for whom both
pretest and posttest scores were available. Test
information that was either incomplet4 or bases
'procedural irregularities was not used in developi
statewide averages. Examples of incomplete data
and irregular procedures inlu(led instances in

tricts to address unique district and school
concerns; and (2) they are the only achievement
scoreaoavailable to assess the progr8s of students in
grades not tested by the California 'Assessment
Progran'i. The important disadvantages of school-
reporte,g, publishers' norm-referenced test scores '
are that (1) major, differences exist among the
available standardized tests in terms of what they
measure and how they describe the- progress of
students from grade to .,grade; .'and (2) many of
these tests' have norms that may, because of the. *7

e tion procedureused in the calcuiltion ofthe
rms throughout the school year, present an

overly optimistic picture of participating students'
,progreswelatRe to that of the _national norms....

Despite' technical disaidvantagesl-pubfishers'
norm-referenced test scores re particulaeimpor-
tant for datrict- aild school-lelrel evaluations and
do provide useful information at the state level f
aliout the progress of students:

The 'mo t accuiate norm scores for publishers'
nOtm ere tests are those forthe time of the
year rfing 4 ic the publisher's original norming

A
study W8 blade, The norm co.res for other times
during a ear; ar .ctually estimates obtained by
interpol ling ,across grade levels. In most casesthe

ated: norms are un estimates Lof the
1 growth in sAdent tevement between the

1 and spring on year. a consequence of this
prwhich (1) either or post-test information inaccuracy, there is a tende cy for students taking

the publishers' norm-refe nce:d tests to appear towas omitted; (2) test results were combined for
several grade levels; (3) `test; scores .v.ere.scfot i be irogressing faster,tban the norm group between
reported in terms of either raw scores or scale: the fall and spring. Unfortinotely, no fully satisfac-

'tory mefligd ,.!xists for adjusting the publishers'. kores; (4) tests without national norms were used,
(5) the elapsed time betweeri6- the ..retest and norm-referfIced test' to allow for this influence.'

The detecmirtation of the mean weighted average
standard scores for all participating students at

.) each grade level required that certain conditions be
imposed. First, matched scores were omitted for

4 Bose students for whom the hiterval betwetn the
rheistespfraacridticethrees,pooltset-dteinsttwheasellierp'ssinthatainonfivoef months.
his
percent of those students ?tor whom pretest and

.post-test spores were available. The -maining data
were aggregated regardless of testing terval.

yin analysis was made.of test score diffeiences
associated with annual testing (usually May to
Ma&-land within-year 'testing (usually October to
May). For a majority (66 percent) of the student's,
for whom test scores were reported, the interval

. ,

Winter
act

post-test was less than ,free months (6) no test
results were reported; and (7) st scores of
students who weice not receiv 'rvit.es provided
for by consolidated application funds were used in
determining the mean rillw score.

Advantages and Limitations of Student Achieveme
Data Sources

Certain technical limitations ,are co mon to the
data sources employed in the analyses of student

achievement
employed

include the use ()Nests
pot specific to program goals, the unavailpility of
test data frbm program particiipants only%problerns
in interpretation as a retult of estimated 'rather
than empirical norms, 'aid the inappropriateness of
certain evaluation designs.

The major,advaIitages of ,school-reported pub-
lishers' norm-referenced test scores are that (1)
they are based on -tests that were chosen by

tk.

,2A technical discussion of interpolated norms can be found in U.
Horst, G K, Tallmatlge, and C. .Wood, Measuring Achievement Gains
in Educational Projects (RMC Report UR-243). Los Altos,,C,alit.:
RMC Corporation, October, 1974. t
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-between pretesting andtpost-4ting was from 6.5
to 8.5 months (within -year testing). For 24 percent
the interval was between 11.0 and 12.5 months
(annuattes,ting). Figure 1V-1 shows the differences,

,..not adjusted for unequal pretest means, in average
standardized gain scores, by testing interval, for
fluent-English-speaking students. :Although they
were consistent with the overall results, the data
for grade one were omitted because not all schools
that

I
ere testing op an annual basis pretested grade

A
one tddents at the end of kindergarten. In
additiOn, the increasingli smaller number of
schools testing

the
In grades seven through

tweliIe within the -1peciffed testing intervals sug-
gests that one should exercise caution in inter-
Ineting differences:The general: finding.of greater
gain scores for stUdents tested within the school ,
year' than:for those thted 'annually is consistent
With otha, findings_ _That suggest inflated gain
espmates-for this g6-up of students..

The- data in Figure IV-1 show that at all grade .

levels, fli.jent-EnglishspealciRg students who were
tested within the school yea; Mare gains ariclthat,
the greatest average standard so6re gain (4.1) was
in grade-three. The annual results. indicate overall
average declines in grades four, seven, and nine and
gains at the other grade levels, Only in grade eight
was more growth -Iptecl for students tested
annually. than for thciie,. tertgarwiltiiin The school
year. No plausible explanation can-be offered for
this occurrenc Neither is any explanation offered

gain m annual testing than of those from
for the ter fluctuation across grade .levels of
ain scores i

within-yar testing. Heretofore, the annual testing
pattern ,harbeen thought to,yield-a stable measure
of growth in achievement

A principal qiiestion in interpreting the achieve-
ment of pattittpating stud7ritl is How well did
students. perform compared to how the would
have agrl'ormed had they not participated in
multiple- funded school programs? This question
cannot be answeiz1 'directly becauSe .districts,
schools nd sitidents are selecited for participation
in E.. , ESEA Title J, EDY, bilingual education,
and Millr-Vnt4 programs ,in accordance with
prescribe eligibility cnteria. The effect of these
selection tfroceOures is that participating students
differ ,f*/) nonparticipants not only in terms of
the critdiia for eligibility that.they meet but also in
terms of ether variables related to school back-
ground and student population characteristics.
Consequently, evaluators have 'developed tech -
niques..that provide indirect eyidenCe from which
inferences can be made about program effects. In
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this evaluation report inferences have been made
on the basis of two types of comparisons. (1) those
between program participants and publishers'
national norm groups, and (2) thoSe among ECE
schools and between ECE .schools and non-ECE
schools .on the basis of California Assessment
Program data.

The use of the same student achievement data
for selection of participants and for assessment of
student growth disports the interpretation of stu-
dent outcome data for two reasons. First, a
phenomenon of statistical variation in test scores
occurs when the same test is used to test the same
students more than once. Second, those circum-
stances related to the...selection_ of particular stu-
dent participants may not be the circumstances
addressed in the program, that is, student test
performance may be a function of variables other
than 'those addressed in the program. These latter,
variables may continue to affect students during
their participation nt the,funded programs.

The procedures for allocating Title I and EDY
funds /o schools are different, but in the allocation
of both types of funds, the same schools often are
identified as eligible for funding. Schools may be
eligible for title 1 funds on the basis of the ?overt),
of studentst' families and for EDY funds on, the
basis of low student achievement. When a district is
distributing Title r and ,EDY funds, the decision as
to which school receives which funds is often
arbitrary. Thus, students in schools receiving ,only
Titlel. funds are likely to be quite similar to these
in s hools'receiVing only EDY funds.

le fairly accurate generalizations can be
made ..ibOur funding patterns in schools within a
Single". district, direct comparions of funding
patterns in schools from different distrits are
unjustified because of the nature of the selection
process in each district. The school with the lowest
achievement in one district may actually perform
at a much higher revel than the school with the
lowest achievement in another district with differ-
ent population characteristics. Nevertheless, when
reading the section on school program charac-
teristics and interpreting the findings m Chapter V,
the reader should keep in mind those differenes in
school characteristics that are a function of fund-
ing source eligibility.-

A significant limitation of this and other efforts
to utilize achievement measures in the evaluation
Of program outcomes is that achievement data are
a single and. sometimes crude estimate of educa-
tional effect. Student achievement data represent
academic outcomes only and leave unmeasured
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A.-other important educational outcomes, such as
improvement in self-concept and personal and
social growth.

In addition to the weakness of using a single
indicator of educational outcomes, another mis-
take that IS frequently made is the attribution of
single effect outcomes, such as achievement gains,
to N.rticular "causes," such as program participa-

The inappropriateness of establ'ishing cause-
effect relationships is a serious limitation on the
interpretation of all student achievement data in
this report.

'Ed\

In 1976. the State Board of Education asked the
ucational Management and Evaluation Commis-

sion Evaluation Committee (or counsel regarding
the appropriateness of , cross- program comparisons
in eductional evaluation. such as might be con-
ducted if one were attempting to examine the
relative merits of EDY programs versus bilingual
education programs. versus ECE. for example Five_
recognized evaluation experts were invited to
prlepare written comments on the issue

The Commission considered the following major
points. (1) A distinction is made between funding
sources and programs. Funding sources in and of
themselves do not define eW'-ational treatments
and. consequently . do not .hgre direct impact on
children. The result is that when attempts are made
to evaluate a particular educational program, it is
impossible to relate the characteristics of the
program to the specifications of the funding
source. (2) The overlap and "interaction" of.
funcljng sources at many schools make it impos-
sible to determine he effects of the particular
sources. Funds are counted for separately but
services are commingle rthereby making it impos-
sible to determine the vpact of specific funding
sources. (3) The dissimilarity 4f the student popu-
lations receiving services makes meaningful cross-
program comparisons impossible. The commission
subsequently submitted to the State Board a
majority report in which the authors concludt.:
that under current circumstances. meaningful
cross-program comparisons of the 'major educa-
tional programs in.California are not feasible 3

Studies of the Relationship Between Monitor and
v Review and California Assessment Program Data

The purpose of this seciion is to examine the
relationships between the ratings that schools

Consideruig the Possibility of Meaningful Cross-Program Corn-
paruons. A position statement prepared by the Educational
Management and Evaluation Commission Evaluation Committg and
submitted to the State Board of Education on November 11."197o.

5-7720S

2a,

received on the Program Quality Review Instru-
ment and the data obtained through the California
Assessment Program. The limitations of each type
of, data must be considered, and the relationships
or lack thereof between the data 9ust be inter-
preted with great cautidn.

When California Assessment Program scores are
used for program evaluation, the cntenon used is
the standardized, residual score's (the difference
betweeii actual and predicted scores) basic' on
grade three results on the 1976 Reading Test.
School background factors are considered in the
determination of these scores, and the scores are
scaled so that a school's score (average score of the
pupils in the school) can be compared with those
9f similar schools. One of these background
factors, socioeconomic index, has a modest associ-
ation (r .= 0.23) with the Program Quality Review
Instrument score. This may be a reflection of the
ability, of schools with high socioeconomic index
ratings to provide better, programs. No ,relatior,
ship is noted between California Assessment Pro-
gram residual scores and the socioeconomic index.
This is expected because the socioeconomic index
was one of the batkground 'factors used in the
score scaling.

As a follow-up to the 1975-76 correlation study
between the Program Quality Review Instrument
ratings and California Assessment Program scores,
Pearson producmoment 'Correlations were deter-
mined betweenike actual, predicted. and residual
reading scores from the California Assessment
Program and items on the Program Quality Review
Instrument. The .Program Quality Review Instru-
mela was analy zee by subsections to determine the
relationship among reading achievement, the
instructional factor on the instrument; and the
four items that dealt specifically with aspects of
the reading program. Table IV-1 shows the correla-
tions for ECE schools,.

In ECE schools almost no relationship was noted
between the California Assessment Program-data
and the Program, Quality Review Instrument data.
Even when specific reading items from the Program
Quality Review Instrument were correlated with
reading achievement, the relationship was still
weak, ranging from 0.62 to 0.12. -

The fact that monitor and review scores have no
correlation With test scores does not imply that if
one is a measure of program quality, then the other
is not. If two variables measure different aspects of
a third variable,, then'the first two May have no
correlation with each other but may have a
significant correlation with the third' variable. In

2
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TABLE IV-I

correlations Between California Assessment Prograin_(CAP) Third Grade Reading Scores
and Program Quality Review Instrument (PQRI) Ratings for ECE Schools,

1976-77

CAP actual
score.

CAP predicted
score

Residual score
(CAP)

Total score,
PQRI

Total score, PQRI . . >0.04 °' 0.01 0.05 +1.00

Instructional factor, PQRI . -0.06 0.04 0.05 +0.90

PQR1 minus instructional factor +0.07 ,. +0.05. - +0.03 -40.43
.

PQRI reading comitnent*

Diagnostic assessment

Relationship to diagnosis , 1

Learning styles

Continuous progress /

1

-

. --,
4-6:10

+0.11

+0.15

+0.12

z

r

.

+0.10

+0.07.

+0.12

+0.12'

. .

+0.02

_-4-
+0.08

+0.09

+0.04

4.-

+0.66

+0.52

+0.72

+0.28

'PQRI reading component refers to items 1, 2, 3, and 4 oh pagei 3 and 4 of the Program Quality Review Instrument.

,
this case, the Department is try' ing to assess
"program quality " Thus, although monitor and
review scores and Reading Test scores are measures
of two entirely different aspects of program
quality, the use of a combined measure of both
monitor and review scores and Reading Test scores
to describe program quality is appropriate.

Special Studies

Each year. the Department of Education,under-
takes special studies in response to program or
funding questions raised in previous evaluation
activities. Ip the 1975-76 consolidated evaluation
report, a decline was noted in student achievement
residual ,scores among schools in the lowest 20
percent of the distribution of scores on the ".
California Assessment Program Entry Level Test.'

A special case study was 'designed to investigate -

the unique relationships between student achieve-
ment and certain school characteristics at 16 EC
schools selected from this group. This study was a -
cooperative effort by Department staff from the
Office of Program Evaluation and Research and
from Elementary Education Program Management.

4A
residual score is the difference between a predicted score and

an actual score.

Half of the schools had made gains in grade three
reading achievement in the preceding two to three
mars, and half had experienced declines.

Case studies were prepared for each of the 16
schools by pairs of observers who spent four days
observing in classrooms, interviewing school per-
sonnel, and reviewing documents in each school.
The focus of the observers' visit was the "recon-
struction" of events'. that could be related to
changes in pupil, achievement. The teams attempted
to develop for each school the most plausible
explanation for the changes in student achievement.

A companion.study was conducted under con-
tract to the Department by SRI International,
Menlo Park,,to identify classroom processes related
to changing test scores among schools in the lowest
20 percent on the Entry Level Test. Trained
observers recorded observations about materials
activities, the organization of groups, the number
of teachers and aides involved in the instructional
process, instructional strategies, and, the behavior
patterns in 45 classrooms in 14 schools. Half of the
schools in the study were also included in the
special case studies conducted by the Department
of Education.

30



V. Findings

The 'findings reported in this chapter provide the
basis for inferences about the extent of participal
tion in funded programs, the allocations and

the funded programs, the quality
of programs d services, and the achievement of
students who received services through the various
funding sources. Additional findings to
early 'ciAldhood education schools and s ected
findings that are characteristic of local evaluation
efforts are reported in chapters VI and-/VII,
respectively.

The findings `reported below include enumera-
tion data on program participants, a comparison of
background characteristics of participating and
nonparticipating students, indicators of program
quality, and student achievement data. Student
achievement results are presented first for analyses
based on California Assessment Program data and
then for analyses based on publishers' norm-
referenced test data. Information about schools
engaged in restructuring (ECE schools), schools
that addressed the special nee rOT identified
Students, and schools that received funds from
multiple sources is included.

Enumeration Data on Participants

Enumeration data on students, parents, volun-
teers, school and district participants, and program
expenditures dare reported in this section. These
data have been aggregated for all schools funded
through the consolidated application. Student

. participation data are also reported on the basis of
funding source.

Student Participants

As Shown* in Figure V71, a total of 1,133,729
students in kindergarten through grade twelve,
',Participated in school programs supported by ECE,.
ESEA Title EDY, bilingual education, and/or
Miller-Uni-uh funds. This figure represents 21
peident increase in student participants since
1975-76 and a 41 percent increase since 1974-75.
Almost all of the increase in participation is

A

.
1

accounted for by the eXptnsion of ECE, in which
the percent of K-3 students Participating' more
than doubled from 1974-75 to 1976-77. Partici-
pating students represented 27 percent of the total
kindergarten through grade twelvs enrollment in
California public schools. Of Ahofe students who
were program participants, approximately 72 per-
cent were enrolled in kindergarten through grade
three, 20 percent were enrolled in grades four
through six, and 8 percent were enrolled in grades_
seven through twelve. Of the program,participants
13 percent were limited- or non-English-speaking
students.' The number and percent of program
participants who were limited- or non-English
speaking and the total number of participants for
each funded program are displayed in Figure V-2.

Spanish was reported as the primary language of
15 percent of all student participants. Chinese,
Pilipino, and Native American were reported as the
primary language of 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3 percent,
respectively. English was reported as the primary
language of 82 percent of the student participants.
Eleven other languages were represented by the
remajng 1.8 percent of the student participants.
' During 1976 -77 approximately 1,070,000 stu-
dents participated in the reading components, and
1,066,000 stucleyts participated in multicultural
edUcation components_ The language development
and mathematics components served 1,043,000
and 1,039,000 participants, respectively. Health
and auxiliary services were provided for,982,200
students.. Optional components, sutli as psycho-
mOtor development, music education, art educa-
tion, and career development, were provided ,for
3,81,750 students. These numbers are duplicated
counts; that is, participants in more than one
program coinponent were courted in each
compoftent.

School and District Participants

In addition to participating in instructional
activities' school and district personnel partic-
ipated extensively in staff development activities:3
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Grade

K

Total enrollment for eL grade'

NumbeK of participants for each grade

V

308,853
197,756

31,966

8 ra 18,137

9 (7. 23,479

10
12,498

11
a 3,753

12 ti
u 1,547

30 60 00 120

34,415
219,419

317,153
204,763

301,263
192,938

300,512

306,844

322,865

344,250

346,471 1

364,471

366,299

336,067

285,868

p

150' 180 2,10 240 270 300

Number oktudents, in thousands.

4 1

Total K-12
enrollment = 4,235,525*

Total number of K-12
students served = 1,133,729

330 360 390 420

*Source Active Enrollment in California Elementary and Secondary Public Schools. SacEamento. California State Department
of Education, 1976.

41K

Fig. V-1. Number of students enrolled statewide and number of student participants in programs supported by
consolidated funding, by grade level, 1976-77

I'

3,2.
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EDY
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Unruh

121.443
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66,992

10 percent,

100,261

19 percent

87,082

20 percent

46,065

7

27,413

60 percent

/ A
t

13,293 ,

11 percent

I

4g6

;,E;

03(7,
4",,,,754fawa",-

7

1
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Total number
of participants

Number and
percentage' of total
who were NES/LES
(non - English- speaking or
limited-English-s,pealcing)

NOTE. These numbers rearesent duplicated counts. A student who received services provided for bY ECE
funds and by EDY funds, for exam*, would be counted for both funding source combinations.

Fig. Vt2. Numbers of limited- and noianglish-speaking students participating in ECE, EDY, ESEA Title I,
bilingual education, and Miller -Unruh programs and percent each group was of the total program -
participants, 1976-17---
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Through the consolidated funding sources, a total
of 100,100 personnel received some staff develop-

, ment training. The previous year 87,530 indivi-
duals were reported as having received staff devel-
opment training.

Parent Participants

be participation of both parents and volunteers
varied from month to month. During the sixth
month of instruction, schools reported that
432,200 parents were involved in the parent
participation and community involvement com-
ponents. Parent ;education was provided for
292,700 adults, and 193,900 adults participated in
the health and auxiliary services conon
counts werewe all duplicated counts..
Volunteer Participants

During the sixth mo f instfuction, a total of
about 13 70 It volunteers contributed
1,327,900 hours of assistance to the school pro-
grams. For the same period 90,300 cross-age
volunteers assisted 'for 1,063,000 hours. Thus, a
total of about 228,000 $olunteers worked in the
schools in 4976-77, as compared to a total of
81,000 volunteers in 1975-76.

Student Participants, by Funding Source

The following sections contain data on student
participants, by funding source.

ECE participants.' A total of 2,455 schools in
829 districts received ECE funds in 1976-77. These
schools reported 656,500 student participants in
ECE, compared to 420,700 in 1975-76. Of the
participants 163,359 were in kindergarten,
173,700 were in grade one, 164,000 were in grade
two, and 155,400 were in grade three. During the
years 1973-74 through 1976-77, the percent of
kindergarten _through grade three students state-
wide who participated-in ECE increased steadily.
Table V-1 shows the percents of students in these
grades statewide who participated In school pro-
grams funded by ECE for the past four years.

EDY participants. During the 1976-77 school
year; 4T32,000 -students, ftom presoT through
grade twelve, participated in programs funded by
EDY . or by EDY in combination with other
funding sources. Approximately 400,700 students
participated in such programs in 1975-76. Of all
students served, 53 percent were enrolled in
kindergarten through grade thrpe, 33 percent were
enrolled in grades four through six, and 14 percent
were enrolled in grades sevei4rough twelve. The
number of EDY participarits, by grade level, is
shown.in Appendix F.

7,

TABLE V-1

Percent of Students Statewide Participating in ECE
Programs, 1973-74 Through 1976-77

Grade level

Percent of ECE enr011m
by school year

1973-74 1974-75 1975 -76

Kindergarten

One

Two

Three

'17.2

16.6

11.4

9.9

25.3

25.5

23.9

23.1

, 34.4

33.9'4
33.6
33.6

Total

enrollment 13.8 24.5
.

SEA Dit,I 1 participants. During the' 1976-77
sc ool year,' 529,400 students from Tifeschool,
th ough grade twelve participaled in ESEA Title I
pr ams. During the previous, year 529,890 stu-
den participated in such programs. Of the tot 1
number of students who rected services, 515,4 0
were enrolled in public schools. Detailed 'enrol
ment data are presented in Appendix G. Consistent

ltrewith state regulations, the test concentration
Of participants was in the prin.' grades, where 55
percent of the participants were served in kinder-
garten through grade three. Table V-2 shows the

.'percents, by grade level', of students in California
ho received ESEA Title I services from 1967 -68

through 1976-77.
Participation data on special compensatory edu-

cation programs funded under ESEA Title I, such
as programs for handicapped students and foi
neglected and delinquent youth, are provided
elsewhere in this chapter along with findings about,
those programs. .

Bilingual' education participants. The total
number of students who participated in state
bilingual education programs funded 11 }rough the
consolidated application ,,was 46,000:The figure
for 1975_,,76_ vas 4%000. Of th students who-
participated in bilingual educatioR programs, 60
percent Were classified as limited-English speaking
or non-English speaking.' The number of parti-
cipants, by grade level and by leyel of English
fluency, is shown in Table V-3.

Miller-Unruh, participants. Participation figures
for, Miller-Unruh were estimates derived from

4.0

52.9

51.9

51.7

51.6

52.0

'Students were classified as limited- or non-English speaking on
the basis of district language fluency surveys conducted inthe fall of
1976.

34.
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TABLE' V -2

Percent ofStudents Receiving ESEA Title I Services in California, by Grade Level''
Groups, 1967-68 T14ough 1976-77

Grade level

,t5

Percent of total ESEA Titre I enrollment, by school year

Kindergarten
through grade
three

Grades four
through six

Grades seven
through nine

es ten
through twelve

1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1974-75

40.4 41.8 504 52.1 51.9, 54.0 56:5 54.3
*

22.8 23.7 33.0 33.9\ 34.7 3543- *30.3 34.0

19.9 20.7 8,9 8.2 64 8.4 8.3

12.4 10.9 ,4.0 3.6 3.3 2.7 3.7 '2.6

197 -76

53.4.
fg

33.8

9.4

2.9

76-77%

54.6 ,

32.6,,

9.5

2.8

' NOTE: Figure for participants in preschool and ungraded propams are not included in this table; therefore, the values in
the res e columns do not,total 100 percent.

TABLE V-3

umber of Students, by Grade and Language Facility,
in State Bilingual EducationPrograms,1976-77

Grade,

Language facility .11 '2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 'TotalK 1 /
Non-English speaking 3,799 2,064 924 752 372 305. 2V 590 401 511,. 248 131 .66 -10,413

..Limited-English cing 2,480 3,372 2,710 .2,013 1,165 1,066 871' 968 868 944 617 440 237 17,801

Qther 3,594 3,218 2,803 2,628 1,488%1,391 1,100 1' 407 344 352 208 135 194 17,851

Total . , 9,873
sr

, 8,656 :6,437 5,3'93. 3,025. 2,762 2,268 1065 1,613 1:857 1,073 706 497 46,065

a
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reported participation,. The estimated number of
students served was 1.35,460, compared to an
estimated 154,000 students in 1975-76. New legis-
lation in 1976-77 permitted students in gradesIbur
through six to receive services. About 0.3 percent

e of the students who received Miller-Unruh services
were-in grades four through six.

Special Analysis of Background Characteristics
' of Student Participants

A sample of California Assessment Program
pupil information sheets was examined to deter-
mine the background characteristics of students
who participated in programs that received EQE,
EDY, ESEA Title- I, bilingual education, and/or
Miller-Unruh ,funds. The4e- data, which illustrate
some of the differences in the background charac-
teristics of participating and nonparticipating stu-
dents, are displayed in Table V.4.

The occupation of the principal breadwinner in
a student's family is an estimate of the socio-

economic statil of the family. Teachers indicated
what they knew or believed to be the occupation
of the prkncipal breadwinner in each student's
fantily. A Nsgialler percent of the partictying
students than nonparticipating students came rom
homes in which the principal breadwinner was a
professional or semiprofessional, and a larger per-
cent of participants than nonparticipants came
from homes in which The breadwinner's Occu tion
was classified as unskilled or was unkno

For the purposes of the Californ. Assessment
Program, English - language fluency is determined
on the basis6f the judgment of 't ach student's
teacher about the student's lanpage background
and skill.' Most student participants and non,

2The California Assessment Program determination of English
language fluency was not designed to identify the English-speaking
ability o dwidual students. As a result of AB 1329 (1976), a
home langua survey is conducted each fall to determine the
English fluency of all students enrolled in California public schools,
in kindergarten through grade twelve.

, TABLE V-4

Pupil Backgraind Characteristics of Participants and Nonparticipants, from a 2 Percent/
Sample of 1976-77 California Assessment Program Third Grade Pupil Inform'ation

Percent of participants
(Number.of students =

Background characteristics 3,552)

Occupation of principal breadwinner

Executives, professionals, managers 13.6

Semiprofessionals, clericaTand sales workers,
technicians

Skilled and semiskilled employees 38.3

Unskilled employees (and welfarp 21.7

Unknown 6.8

nglish-language fluency

100.0

English only 75.3

English and another language 16.2

Limited-Englisti speaking . 8.5'

. 100.0

Mobility! transiency
4

Vol Enrolled since the previous year 94.4

Enrolled in the year Of the test 5.6

100.0

Percent of nonparticipants
(Number of students =

1,944)

a2.5

27.1

36.1

9.9

4.4
10.0.0

87.7

9.8

'2\5100.0

95.3

4.7
100,0

1

r



participants in the sample spoke English only. A
greater percent of participating students (16.2
percent) than' nonparticipating stud nts (9.8 per-
cent) 'poke English Atnd another hinguage. The
perce t of participants who were limited-English
spec mg was much larger (8.5 percent compared to
2.5 ereent) than the percent of nonparticipants
wh were limited - English speaking. The reader-
shoul also note that students who do not speak
Englis (non-English speaking students) do not
take t California_ Assessment Program reading
achievement test and therefore were not included
in this sample. The mobility or transiency of
participants was slightly higher than that of non-
participants. Of the students included in the
sample, 5.6 percent of the participants were
enrolled in the school for the first time in the year
in wj ich the test was (1976-77); 4.7 percent

nonpaiticipants were enrolled in the school
for the first time in the year in which the test was
given. The differences between participating and
nonparticipating students indicated that the usual
statistical criteria for making comparisons between

\-2 two groups were not met, and thus comparisons
'were not justifiable.

Allocation,s and Exptendituesr The total allocations for the past three years for
school progams supported by ECE, EDY, ESEA.
Title I, bilingpf education, and'IVIilleriJnruh funds
are shown in Table V-5. In the 1976-77 school
year, 57 percent of participating schools received _

funds from two or more sources. k,
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Districts are required to file complete financial
reports regarding funds received through the con-
solidated application. The data in Table V-6 are
from ,a random 'sample of preliminary financial
repibrt filed by districts. Table V-6 shows the
percents of total expenditures in seven budget
categories...in the districts whose reports were
included in the sample.

Examples of the types of classified personnel for
whom funds were expended include classroom
instructional aides, clerical support, and com-
munity aides. Resource teachers, reading or other
curriculum specialists, nres, counselors, psychol-
ogists, librarians, and program directors are ,
examples of the kinds of certificated personnel for
whom funds were expended.

Expenditure patterns for each funding source
over the past three years are discussed in the

.following section. Because the patterns are based
on samples of preliminary reports and because they

jiry reflect school level choices about which
source to use to provide specific program services,
the reader is adyised 1 to use caution in making
interpretations. For all funding sources, expend?----
tures must be made to provide services that supple-
ment, not supplant, ihosreia, Cthe basic programs.

Early Childhood Education

Chapter, 1147, Statutes of 1972, provided for an
,appropriation of $25 million in 1973-74 and $40

million in 1974-75 for ECE.-Since 1974-75 ECE
has been expanded annually through funds pro-
vided in the state budget. As is shown in Table V-7,

TABLE V-5

Allocations of ECE, EDY, ESEAdiel , Bilingual Education,
pind Miller-UnruhTunds,1976-77

4

-Types-of funds 1974-75 s , 1975-76 1976-77

Federal funds .

ESEA Title 1*

State funds

ECE

EDY

Bilingual education
(AB 2284)...

Miller-Unruh

$132,577,018

41,000,000

84,000,000

3,836,000

15,349,625

$130,000,000

61,894,358

)0,389,376

8,139,000

13,849,625

.

$136,827,640

97,405,224

97,411,666

8,091.137

"13,849,625

"Total $276,762k43 $304,272,359 $353,585,292

*These figures do not, include ESEA Title I Handicapped, Negle

4
enios

ted and Delinquent, nr Migrant funds.
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the 1976-77 state budget provided for S97.45
million for the support of ECE. These funds made
possible the extension of ECE to approximately 52

aopercent of Califq,rnia's student population kb,
-_indergarten through grade three. Table V-7 also'

reflects the expansion of ECE from school year
1974-75 through school year 1976-77.

Table V-8 shows the pattern of expenditures of
.ECE funds over the past three years. The percents
expended in the budget categories shown remained
basically stable over the three-year periods The
data show that 'schools expended the largest
percent of their allocations on salaries for classified
personnel, the second largest percent of expendi-
tures was for salaries for certificate -'"personnel.
Liss than 30 percent of the total ECE expenditures
were for employee benefits; boob supplies, and
equipment replacement; contracted services;
capital outlay; and indirect costs.,

TABLE Vi6

Budget Categories of Consolidated Application
Funds, by Percent of Expenditures, from
Random Samples of Preliminary District

Financial Reports, 1976-77

ai '

The Department is currently examining possible
reasons for the changes from previous years'
expenditure .atterns.

ESE
C

a

able V-11 display's the numbe pf students
served by ESE TitleTitle 1 and the fund appropriated
from 1974-75 through 1976-77.

TABLE V-7

Number of Students Served by..F4 and Funds
Appropriated:197 °ugh. 1976-77

Number of Percent of
K -3 students K-3 students Funds

Year served statewide appropriated

1974-75 303,100 24.5 $40.000.000

1975-76 426,700 34.0 63,200,000

1476-77 656,500 52.0 97,450,000

Expenditure category
Percent of total

expenditure

Classified salaries 54

Certificated salaries . 22

Employee benefits , 14

Books, supplies, and equipment
replacement 6

Capital outlay, 1

Contracted services 2

Indirect costs 1

Total 100

Educationally Disadvantaged Youth

Table V-9 shows the number of students served
by EDY and the funds appropriated from 1974-75
througl 1976-77.

The data in Table V-10 show that the EDY
expenditure pattern in 1976-77 dirfered from the
expenditure patterns in the two previous years.
Salary expenditures in 1976-77 were equally
divided between classified and certificated person-
nel salaries. A second random sample of district
reports yielded a similar pattern of expenditures.

..

TABLE V8 44,

Budget Categories of ECE Funds, by Percent of
Expenditures, from Random Samples of

District Reports, 1974-75 Through
1976-V

at

Expenditure
category

Percent of total exp nditure

,197475 1975-76 1976-77

Classified salaries I 55 45 57

Certificated salaries 20 28 21

Employee benefits ,11 9 8

Books, supplies, and
equipment replace-
ment '8 9 9

Capital outlay .3 2.. 1

Contracted services 5 k 3
In ct costs 2 1

Total 10Q 100 100
0

The data in Table V-12 s?Itoy no substantial
*1 differences in the percents of expenditures, by

budget category, over the,three school' years. The
percent of Title, I funds expended for classified ,

personnel was lower than the percent of ECE funds
expended for such personnel. In all three years
approximately 90 percent of the total allocations
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were exignaed for staff salaries
benefits.

Bilingual Education

Table, V-13 shows the numbers of students
served in bilingual/ education programs and .th
funds appropriated from 1975-76 t..hibugh
1976-77.-

and employee

Comparative data on expenditure patteins for
bilingual educati n were available for the past two'
years only. T e V-14 shows milarity of
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these 'patterns. The greatest pert nt of funds was
spent for classified salaries. The rcent of expen-
ditures for books, supplies, and equipment replace-.

`Tent was three to four times thaeln ECE, ESEA,'
or EDY.

Monies appropriated under the Bilingual Educa-
tion Act of 1972 can %used to employ4hilingual
reacher aides, purchase special bilingual materials
and special, equipment, priyitde inservice training
and staff de4elopment, and cover 'reasonable

e parent advisory group.
estrietions accounted tar the
the expeTiaiture patterns for

nds and the" expenditure
patterns fOr the 4 er cons° idated ;application
funds. or

e .expenses. of t
These expenditure

TABLE V4-i4 , differences between

Number of Students Served by EDY and Funds
Appropriated, 19_74-75 Through 1976-77,

'Year

Number of
students'served
(all grade levels)

1974-75 389,500*

t
1975 -76 400,7t)0

1976-77 432,000

Funds
---anopriated

$83,754,000

90,389.376

97,480,

*In the Evaluation Report of ECE, ESEA Tit e1, and EDY, 1074.75,
the number of EDY participants re-ported (4364100) represented a..
count of all students in ickools that received EDY funds. For fiscal
years 1975-76 and 1976-77, the summary counts reflect the actual
number of 'students whp participated to EDY programs: So that the
figures shown are comparable, the number of students served by
EDY in fiscal year 1974-75 has been restated to reflect the actual
number of students who participated in EDY programs.

TABLE V-10

ik Budget Categories of EDY Funds, by Percent'of
Expenditures, from Rarlom Samples of District

Reports, 1974-75'Through 1976-77

Expenditure
category

Percent of total exp nditure

1974.75 1975-76 1976 -17

Classified' salaries 10.0 17.0 39.0

Certificated salarie 71.0 62.0 . 39.0

Employee benefits 124:0 11.0
Books, supplies, and

equipment replace.
ment 4.0 $*. 4:0 7.0

Capital outlay 0.5 1.0

Contracted servives 2.0 4.0 \ 2.0 N,

Indirect costs 1.0 0.5 1.0

Total Top.o 100.0 100.0

Miller-Unruh

In 1976-77 a total of $13,849,625 in Miller-
Unruh, funds was appropriated to provide for
reading specialists. This amount-provided for about
1,260^ reading specialists who worked with in
estimated 135,66 pupils ivith readint needs.

ince iler-iCruh funds can be usea`orily for
sala or reading specialists, rib further break-.
down of expenditures islossible.

,!*

IliStireol Plan Review Dateand Program Quality
Review°Data

Findings related to school plan reviews anti
on-site program quality reviews are presented
billow.

*OW

School Plan Reviews

A total of 3,284 'elementary school plans were V
submitted to the Department In 1976-77. Of these,
1,013 were updates of existing plans, and 2,271
were from schools that were submitting a ,con-
solidtted application for the first time (79$
Schools) or 'continuing ECE iicools that were
required to submit rewritten program plans...as a
result of low overall ratings 'in '1975-76. Field
personnel, under the direction of Department
personnel, ccrnductid detailed quality critiques of
the new or fully rewritten plans. All other plans
were reviewed for compliance with applicable legal
requirements.

For the 1976-77 school We 467 secondary
school plans were received' and reed. The plans
were for EDY, bilingual edubation,-and ESEA Title
I programs, including programs for neglected and ,
delinquent children in . high schools. and state
institutions, such as Californi4, Youth Authority

'centers and state schools for the handicapped.
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On-Site Program Quality Reviews

For 1976 -77, program quality review ratings
were availabl9 fors 1,340 elementary schools. Of
these schools 720 had entered ECE in 1975-76,

TABLE V-1

Number of Students Served by ESEA Title I and Funds
Appropriated, 1974-75 Through 1976-77

Year

Number of
students served
(all grade levels)

Funds
appropriated*

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

503,400**

'529,800

530,000

5132,577,018

'130,034,420'

136,827,640

*Akfigures in his column represent amounts appropriated to local
educational agencies (LEAs). These amounts do not include funds
allocated for migrant education, handicapped children, neglected
and delinquent children, or other purposes because the counts of
participants are limited -to students receiving funds granted. to
LEAs. , '

**In the Evaluation Report of ECE, ESEA Title I, and EDY, 1974-
75, the number of Title I participants reported (591,561) repre-
sented a count of all students in schools that received Title I
funds. For fiscal years 1975-76 and 1976-17, the summary counts
reflect the actual number of studehts who participated in Tillet1
programs. So that the figures shown are comparable, the number -
of students served by Title I in ilsCal year 1974-75 has been ,
restated to reflect the actual number of students who participated
in Title I programs.

TABLE V -12

Budget Categories of ESEA Title I Funds, by Percent
of Expenditures, from Random Samples of District

Reports, 1974-75 Through 1976-77

Expenditure
category .

Percerit of total expenditure

1974-75 1975-76 1976 -77

.Classified salaries

Certificated

43.0 43.0

salaries - 33.0 38.0 30.0
Employee benefits 14.0 13.0 13.0

,Books, supplies, and
equipment replace-
ment 5.0 5.0 8.0

Capital outlay 0.5 1.0 1.0

ContraCted services 4.0 4.0
Indirect costs 0.5 -1.0 1.0

Total ;100.0 100.0 100.0

-,

416 had entered ECE in either 1973-74 or
1974-75, and 204 were receiving only ESEA Title I
and/or EDY funding. Table V-15 shovis average
program quality review scores for elementary
schools.

The average scores across all schdols reviewed
were'eensidered "good" on the basis of the
Prograin, Quality Review Instrument scale (0 = no
evidence; 5 = excellent). The range of scores was
smaller in 1976-77 than m 1975-76, and the
average score was slightly higher. Statistics for the
relationships among the three sections of the
Program Quality Review Instrument for elemen-
tary schools are given in Appendix H.

On-Site Complianbe Reviews of Secondary
St hool Programs

Monitor and review 'teams conducted on-site
compliance reviews at approximately 80 percent of
the secondary schools that received consolidated
application funds in 1976-77. In general, funded
schools are to be monitored at least once every two
years. Hovlever, schools that areJudged to be
substantially "out of compliance" are scheduled
for a follow -up visit within a year after theyeceive
a,noncompliance rating.

Follow-up monitor and review visits were con-
ducted in 82 school districts, 164 Title I,'EDY
schools, SO institutions for neglected and delin-
quent youth, and seven nonpublic Schools.
Another 67 schools were visited for purposes of
reviewing their bilingual education programs.

. California Assessment Program Reading
Achievement Data

Average school reading achithment scores from
the California Assessment Program were used to
examine the progress of students in schools re-
ceiving ECE funds. Since all studentsjn a school in
grades two and three take the California Assess-
ment Program Reading Test and ECE funds are
used to provide services to all students in kinder-
garten through third grade, the California Assess-
,ment Program scores can suitably be used for such
a purpose. Grade three scores are used primarily, as
they reflect the performance of-students who have
completed their period of participation in ECE. Of
course, some students will have participated for
one year in'ECE, some for two years, some for
three years, and some for four years (some whose
schools entered ECE in 1973-74 will have pattici-
pated -since kindergarten). Second grade reading
scores and gain scores from second to third grade
provide additional Information about the per-
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formance of students in ECE schools. No single
analysis can provide a Lomp tete picture of student
achievement patterns in ECE schools. ALcordingly.
the Department analyzed California Assessment
Program reading achievement scores from several
different perspectives, starting from the very
simple and .moving progressively the amore
complex. The following analyses are presented

Historical profiles of grade two and grade
three reading achievement from 1972-73
through 1976-77 for ECE schools, by year of
entry into ECE, as well as for non-ECE
schools
Longitudinal reading achievement profiles of

o school scores from grade two to grade three
for ECE schools, by year of entry into ECE,
and for a similar group of non-ECE schools
Changes in residual reading achievement
scores of grade three students in ECE schools.
1:1,, years of participation in ECE3

The reader should note that all tables present
school residual scores in terms of "weighted
averages." Weighting is a statistical technique used
to take school size into account in computing

_average scores for groups of schools. For example.
if student scores for two schools were being
averaged aid schbol A had ISO students tested and
School B had 200 students tested. the average
scores from Schnl B would be weighted more
heavily than those from School A to allow for the
larger number of students tested. Thus. weighted
averages for large groups of schools portray better
the average performance of students within those
schools and ,do not portray'as well the 1-performance
of the average school within the group:

Historical Profiles of Grade Tw/o and Grade Three
Reading Achievement in ECE Schools, 1972-73
Through 1976-77

The first analysis of California Assessment PIO-
gram reading achievement data represents a simple
approach to assessing he relationship of ECE to
grade two and grade ree. reading achievement.
This historical approac shows how students in
ECE over the' five years.
before ECE wasamplemented an; in each year as
additional schools were phased into ECE. Separate

stone- proii .1 io a s..noIis

3 A residual achievement score is defined as the difference
between a school's actual score (average score of its students) and its
predicted score. A positive change in residual score indicated
improvement relative to prediction on the basis of the background
charactenstics f the student population. Negative changes in
residuals indicated a decline in this relative performance. ,

4".

#
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within each of the four phases of ECE, on the basis
of year of entry , and for schools not receiving ECE
funds. Grade three scores are shown ineTkble V-16.
and grade two scores are shown in Table V-17 In
both tables 1976-77 scores represent the percent of
questions that students answered correctly on the
California Assessment Program. Reading Test
Scores for the other four years were also taken
from statewide testing. but they were adjusted so
that they are as nearly comparable to the 1976-77
scores as possible. Obviously, the scores could not
be made completely comparable because different
tests were given, during the peRod. Statewide

TABLE V-13

Number of Students Served by Bilingual Educati
Funds and Funds Appropriated,

1975-'6 and 1976-77

ear
NumPer of students

served Funds apprbpnated

1975.76

1976-77

49:100'

4-6 . 000 *

S8,000.000

S.100.000

'Estimate from 19.-5-'6 Form E-12'P data. Of the students served
26.833 were classified as limited-English speaking or nonEng.lish
speaking.

Lnaudited estimate from 19'6-7" Form E-12-P datask Of the
students served 28.214 were classified as limited- English speaking
or non-English speaking.

TABLE V-I4

Budget Categories of Bilingual Education Funds.
by Percent of Expenditures. from Random

Samples of District Reports,
1975-76 aild 1976-77

Percent of total expenditure

Expenditure, categone$ 19'5-76 . 1976-77

Classified salaries 5 0 1 62 0

Certificated salanes 3.0 2.0

Employee benefits 12 0 150
Books. supplies, and
equipment replacement 21-.0 15.0

Capital outlay.* 0.5 I.0

Contracted services 90

Total 100.0. 100.0

Special dti wpmept used exclusively in bilingual education pfo-,
grams.

"Expenditures in this ,attgory are not permitted by L. and
dutncts are billed for such expenditures. .

ti
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testing used the Cooperative Primary Reading Test
(Coop) in 1972-73, the CAP I in 1973-74, and a
revised version of the CAP I, called CAP II, in the
three subsequent years The unshaded areas on the
tables indicate scores obtained by schools during
the years of their participation in ECE.

_At least three important inferences can be drawn
from the grade three data in Table V-16. First,
students in EC,E schools in the aggregate hap a

. 'history of low achievement pnor to the time that
the schools entered ECE. In each year the achieve-
ment scores of students in the schools that were
selected to enter ECE were lower than those of
students in schools not selected foi ECE. The
1.972-73 statewide testing scores demonstrate this
quite clearly. As a group the schools that were
selected as ECE Phase I schools had _the lowest
ackrement scores. These ECE Phase I schools'
were followed in order of lowest to highest
1972-73 Coop scores by ECE Phase II schoolsr\
ECE Phase III schools. ECE Phase IV schools. and
non -ECE schools.

Second. with-one marked exception. grade three
reading achievement scores for students in both
ECE and non-ECE schools were virtually un-
changed over the five-year penod. The exception
was'inCE Phase II schools. in which the percent
of questions answered correctly increased, 1.2
_percent from 1972-73 to 1976-77. Students in
ECE' Phase II schools correctly answered' 79.9
percent of the items on-the Coop test in 1972-73,
four years later the students in those same schools
answered 81.1 percent of the items correctly on
the California Assessment Program Reading Test,.
The scores of students in Phase II schools were
higher in 1976-77 than those of students in Ithe
other types of ECE schools.

.

Third, a very slight improvement in scores wa§ -

noted in ECE schools overall. In particular, grade
three reading achievement scores in schools that
entered ECE four years ago '(Phase I schools)
declined during. the schools' first year in ECE. The --
scores improved in the schools' second, third, and .

fourth years in ECE, and by the fourth year they .

were slightly higher than they had been before-the
schools' entered ECE. The reading "achievement
scores in Phase III schools ,and Phase 1V schools,
which entered ECE in .1975-76 and 1976-77,"
respectively, improved slightly in their first year of
participation. Achievement scores in ECE Phase III'
schools decreased in the schools' second year
(1976-77) of participation. By contrast, grade
three reading achievement scores in non-ECE
schools declined- slightly over the five-year penod.

. Table V-17 presents grade two readirig achieve-
ment scores. At least three important inferences
can be drawn from the data in Table V-17 First:

, they show that before ECE schools entered ECE.
(heir student's scored lower on grade two reading
achievement tests than -students in non-ECE
schools scored."

Second, the grade two scores fltictuated more
than the grade three scores did over the five-year
period.

Third, grade two scores in ECEschools.deanecl
.slightly during the schools' first year of partici-
pation in ECE but tended to improve in'sub.se-
quent years. In particular, the schools that entered
ECE in 1973-74 (Phase I) expenenced a drop in
grade two reading achievement; 'however. the)se
schools have shown some improvement since that
year.

The scores in Phase II schools, which entered
CE in 1974-75, declined during the schools' first

TABLE V15

Descriptive Statistics for the 1976.77 Monitor and Review Data for the 49 Items Used for the
Grades witiECE Funding and the 45 Items Used for Grades Without ECE Funding

Grade"(
,Grades with
ECE funding

Grades without
ECE funding

Section I

Development and use
of the plan

Section II

Program
impleinentation

1
Section III

Ongoing program
development Total

Number Item
of items mean

Number
of items

Item Number
mean of items

Item
mean

Number
of items

6 19

3.6

39

36

3.7

3.4

4

4

3.6

3.3

,49

45

Item
mean

3 7

4'D
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TABLE V-16

Grade Three CAP Reading Achievement Scores for the Years 1971773. Through 1976-77
for Non-ECE Schools and by Years of Participation for ECE Schools .

Year 1972-73 1973.74 1974.75 1975-76 1976-

Type of.sohool Test* Coop CAP _I CAP II CAP II CAP II

ECE Phase 1 schools
(Entered ECE in 1973-74, N = 393)

7

i ,/ ,,/// /z . 77.i 77:2 77.3 77.4

ECE Phase!! schools
(Entered ECE in 1974-75, N = 624) :s/ 80.4 .

.

80.4 81.1

ECE Phase III wools
(Entered ECE in 197548, N = 451)

A/
/1

, / 80.1

7

79.8

ECE Phase IV, schools
(ntered ECE in 19'6;7, l's = 69.4) , // /

&

.,,.

..- /A 81.0

itin-ECE S..truis
iN = 1 991

2
.,-../.4 ,-.-..,/

/
'.. % / ////

:-.1,:f.

/#////,V
/-,',4: j.,;;;>/',;

*Coop and CAP! were predecessors of CAP II.

r
TABLE V-17

Grade Two CAP eading A vementScores for the Years 1972-73 ThrOugh 1976-77
for N E Soho Is and by Years of Participation for ECESChools

Veit s1972-73 1973.74 1974-75 1975-76 1976.77

Type of school Tests Coop CAP 1 CAP II CAP II CAP II

ECE Phase I schools
(Entered ECE in 1973-74, N = 393)

r--
= .

:..ty

4 63.1

//77 .. > ,. 4 ..

63.3

66.4

63.1

67.0

64.0

67.5
ECE Phase ft schools
(Entered ECE in 1974-75, N = 624)

ECE Phase 1:11 sthools .

(Entered ECE in 1975-76, N = 454)

/
...

1
/ 66.0 66.6

ECE Phase..1V scliools
(Entered ECE m 1976-77,N = 6?4.1

fr

.1 , /
, , . /

67.3

Non-ECE schools
(N = 1.992)

1
4 /. / / //7 /

, .
/// /

,< y ./7R,,(/,&/,,,
tyiff..././,'

*Coop and C.AP/ were predecesson of CAP IL

z4 ,

p
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year in ECE but improved during the second and
third years to a point well beyond the pre-ECE
level. The Phase III schools, which entered ECE in,
1975-76, experienced a decline in the first year but
made 'gains back to the pre-ECE level in the second
year. The scores in Phase IV schools, which were
declining prior to the schools' entering ECE,
declined further in 1976-77.

Examined together, tables V-16 and V-17 show
an interesting pattern of reading achievement in
ECE schools from 1972-73 through 1976-77. In
ECE schOols grade two reading achievement scores
have consistently decreased in the first year of ECE
participation but have increased subsequent

*years. Thus, in 1976-77 ECE grad two reading
achievement scores were higher an those in
1'975-76, with the exception of Ph e IV schools,
which entered ECE in 1976-77. By contrast, grade
three reading achievement scores of students in
ECE schools have shown less fluctuation, with a
slight increase in Phase I schools and Phase IV
schools, a slight decrease in Phase III schools, and a
substantial increase in Phase II schools.

The above description of student achievement
performance must be qualified, -however, because
the schools in the four phases of ECE and the
non-ECE schools differ from one another in terms

4
of a variety of student background characteristics.
Since differences in background characteristics can
have a _ profound impact on student achievement
scores, the next two analyses provide ah oppor-
tunity to reexamine student achievement scores
after the scores have been statistically adjusted for
background factors; that is, theY allow for "con-
trol" of background factors. The reader should
note, however,

of
the adjustments result in a

certain amount of statistical abstraction in program
comparisons. The focus of the comparisons is no
longer simply on test scores; it is on scores,,as they
appear after adjustments for background factors
have been made.

Longitudinal Comparison of ECE Schools and a
Similar Group of Non-ECE Schotkls

For a longitudinal comparison of ECE schools
with non-ECE schools, all schools were grouped on,
the basis of predicted grade three reading achieve-
ment and additional background factors; and mean
achievement scores were computed in accordance
with4an accepted statistical procedure for calcu-
lating weighted averages.

Longitudinal profiles/of the four phases of ECE
schools and of the group of non-ECE schools are
presented in Table V-18. The profiles are longi-

,

TABLE V-18

Reading Achievement Gain Scores for Groups of ECE Schools and Non-ECE Schools,
1975-76 and 1976.77, from California Assessment Program

Type of school'
Grade two sQores

1975.76
Grade three scores

1976-77

Gain scores
(number correct,

1976-77. less number
correct, 1975-76)

Phase I schools
(Four years in ECE)
N=393 62.5 76.5' 14.0

Phase II schools
(Three years in ECE)
N=624 67.0 81.9 14.9

Phase III schools
(Two years in ECE)
N=454 65.3 79.9 14.6

Phase IV schools 4
(One year in ECE)
N=694 70.3* 85.0 14.7

Non-ECE schools
N =1.992 68.6 81.9 13.3

Grade two score is prior to entry into ECE.

4



tudinal in the sense that they trace the change in
average, school scores from grade two, to grade
three over the span of one year. The first column
in Table V-18 shows California Assessment Pro-
gram reading achievement scores for -grade two
students in 1975-76. The second column shows the
scores of gradeThfee students in the same group of
schools on the identical reading achievement test in
1976-77. The -third column shows how much.
progress was made from grade two to grade three.

The longitudinal gain scores of students in the
ECE schools for each of the four phases were larger
than those of students in the non-ECE schools,
which indicates that greater gains were made in the
ECE schools than were made in the rron-ECE
schools. Several inferences can be drawn firom
figures in Table V-18. Students in ECE schools
with the exception of students in ECE Phase IV
schools had lower grade two reading achievement
scores in 1975-76 than students in a similar group
of non-ECE schools had. When grade three stu-
dents in the same schools were tested the next year_
(1976-77), those in ECE Phase I schools and Phase
III schools continued to score lower than did those
in the similar group of non-ECE schools. Those in
ECE Phase II schools and Phase IV sch)ols scored
as, high as, and higher, than those in the similar
group of non-ECE schools.

Changes in Statai;dized Residual Reading
"'Achievement Scores of Grade Three Students
in ECE Schools

Standardized residuals are a way of repbrting
test scores so that the achievement of students in a
school can be measured against a relative standard.
The relative standard is established by a statistical
procedure called multiple linear regression, in

which a predicted .score for each school is com-
puted on the basis of several school background
characteristics. In the analysis presented in this
section, the background characteristics used to
develop predicted scores were (1), the' scores,
obtained by first graders dri- the Entry Level Test,
(2) a determination by teachers of the 'average
occupational level of the parerits of children in§,the
school; (3) the number of students tested,at each
grade level; (4) the percent of students who spOke
a language other than English; and (5) the percent
of children who had been enrolled in the school for
a relatively short period of time.

The difference between each school's actual test
Fore (average score of its students) and-...4ts
predicted test score is ailed a 'residual score.
Because the scores of small iOols tend to deviate

4
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from their predicted scores far more than do the
scores of large schools, an adjustment in the scores
was made so that the average deviations would be
about equal for all schools regardless of size. These
adjustedscores are called standardized residuals.

The criterion. Standardize residuals alone can-
not be used as a criterion rogram success. Ttey
measure achievement leve s against the current
achievement level of students in "similar" schools,,
but they do not measure progress. As a -cense-
quence, the criterion used in these analyses is the
average change that has taken place in standardized
residuals in each school since the inception of ECE
in that school. For the ECE analyiis the concept of
baseline data was introduced. in the analyses

-presented in this section, the criterion value way.
the change that had taken place in standardized'
residual scores since the year before the schools
entered ECE. Thus, for Phase I schools the values
that are reported in the following tables are the
changes that have taken place in standardized
residuals since 1972-73, the. year before those

,schools entered ECE. As a consequence, positive
values indicate improvement, not absollite success,
that is, positive values mean that, on the average,
test performance was higher than it was the year
before ECE was implemented in those schools.
Positive values do not necessarily mean that perfor-
mance in ECE schools has yet surpassed the level-
of performance in non-ECE schools.

The results. Table V-19 shows the average
changes that have taken place in third grade
standardized residual scores in ECE schools since
the year before the schools entered the program.
On the average virtually no change (+0.01)
occurred after one year of participation;that is,
the changes in third grade standardized residuals
between 1973 and 1974 for Phase I schools,
between 1974 and 1975 for Phase schools,

..41

TABLE V-19

Changes in Residual Scores (Weighted Averages) on
Grade Three Reading Achievement Tests After One,

Two, Three, and Four Years of
Participation-in ECE

Number of years in ECE Change

One +0.01

Two 0.03
Three +0.07

Four +0.03
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between 1975 and 1976 for Phase III schools, and
between 1976 and 1977 for Phase IV schools were
generally almost nonexistent. Similarly, the
changes after two years of participation in ECE
(from 1973 to 1975 for Phase I schools, from 1974
to 1976 for. Phase II schools, and from 1975 to
1977 for Phase. III schools).were close to zero. The
only change of any significance was that noted
after three years of participation in ECE. The
change afteri four years is also practically non-
existent. (Only Phase I schools have been in ECE
for four years; thus, the value of +0.03 is the,./
average change that has taken place in standardileTi
residuals from 1972-73 to 1976-77 in PlIse I
schoo only.)

Ta -20`shows a more detailed breakdown of
the changes that have taken place in standardized
residtals. In this table the changes are shown for .
subsets of ECE schools. The subsets were estab-
lished by dividing the schools on the basis of the
Entry Level. Test scores for those schools in the fall
of F973 (the first year in which -the test was
ilministered). Thus, the results could be
for three categories of schools: (1) those that
began with Students who,'on the average, had a low
level of readiness skills upon entering school; (2)
those whose students were slightly below the
statewide average in readiness skills; and (3) those
whose students were, on the average, above the
statewide average in readiness skills.

The overall average results that show essentially
no change do not hold true for each subset of
schools.' In fact, the 'average of no change is a

combination of three totally different patterns for
the three subsets of scho The schools that had
low Entry Level Test scor in 1973-74 have shown
a pattern of slightly increased residuals after one
yearoof participation but decreasing test scores
from that point. ,(Much of the decrease that drew
careful scrutiny in (ast .year's retiort has disap-
peared,) The scores of the schools in the middle
group, on the other hand, have, on the average,
decreased slightly I after the schools' first and

/second years of participatign in ECE. This decrease

TABLE V-20

Changes in Residual Scores (Weighted Averages)
on Grade Three Reading Achievement Tests

I After One, Two, Three, and Four Years,
of Participation in ECE, by Three

Levels of Performance on the
1

1973-74 Entry Level Test

Number of
years in

Changes in residual scoresbY
percentile rank, on the

1973-74 Entry Level Test

Low Middle High
ECE (1-20) (21-60) (61-99)

One +0.04 0.04 +0.05
ifwo 0.11 0.03 .+0.05

' Three ':-0.02 +0.11
, .

,
+0.11

Four 0.08" +0.18 0.01*

has been followed by substa)Itial increases after the
third and fourth years..The groufeof schools with
the 'highest 19-73-74 Entry Level' Test reisults had
shown strong gains in scores uttti11976-77. A large
decline in scores for the Phase I schools in 1976-77
negated the gains reported in 1975-76.

Another way of rev0..wing the ,test results is to
examine the total cha ge \in standardized residuals
since the year befor he ECE schools entered'ECE
(the baseline year). ese results are_ 'splayed in
T ble V-21. Again t e results show 1 tle change
when averaged across all schools. P e II schools ,
have made the greatest gains, with standardized
residuals up 0.09 since / their baseline year
(1973-,74); Phase III sch s are the only set with
residuals this year th are lower than they were
the year before entering ECE. This decline is
primarily the Jesuit of a sharp decline in stan-
dardized residuals by schools in the middle Entry
Level Test category.

These same results can be shown another way.
Table V-22 shows the number of schools (and
number of pupils in those schools in parentheses)
that since their baseline year, have had increasing,.
residuals, decreasing residuals, and unchanged
residdals. Unchanged residuals are defined as those
that have changed by less than .0.5. Increased
residuals ,are th e that have increased by 0.5 or
more, and decrease residuals are defined inversely.

The results in able V-22 are basically a
repetition of those in Table V-21. Foexample,
one can see from Table V-21 that the de lines for
Phase III schools in the middle Entry Level Test
category were a result of a decline in residuals in
74 schools containing 4,108 third'grade pupils and
that residuals have risen in only 42 schools
containing 2,421 third grade pupils. 'C versel
Phase I middle Entry Level Test scho ad the
gteatesf increase in standardized resi als shown in
Table V-21,(+0.18). This result is verified by the

,data in Table V-22; 67 of these schools had
increasing residuals, while only 43 had decreasing
residuals.

4 "
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Nonetheless, interesting discrepancies an be
noted. For example, while the average change in
residuals was positive for Phase II schools, Table
V-22 shows that, in fact, a few more schools have
had declining residuals than have had increasing
residuals. Thus, the average positive gain is the
result of two factors. (1) the schools that gained,
are larger than those that declined (this is shown
by the fact that while more schools have been
declining than gaining, the total number of stu-
dents in the gaining schools is larger), and (2) the
gins in the increasing schools are greater than the
losses in the declining,schools.

Table V-23 portrays the,changes iii standardized
residuals in still another way. The table is a

41
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replication of Table V-20, but with the comparable
scores from the 1975-76 evaluation report added in

-parentheses. In 1975-76 the values reported in the
., raw for three years of ECE participation were

those of the Phase I schools, which had then just
finished their third year in ECE. Those same
schools have now completed their fourth year of
participation, so it is reasonable to compare their
changes in residuals from the baseline data after
their fourth year to last -year's changes' after three
years. Similarly, the results for two years and three
years of participation are comparable to last year'
results after one and two years of participation.

These result4,show a substantial decline in scores
across the board from the first to the second year

TABLE V-21

Changes in Third, Grade Standardized Reading Residuals from
Baseline Year Through 1976-77

1=

0,

iv.
Entry Level Test
percentile range

Low (1-20).
Middle (21-60)

High (61-99)

le_
°I

(1973.74) ,

-0.08
+0.18.
-0.01

+0.02

'11_,
(1974.75)

+0.16

+0:08'

+0.07

+0.09

Phase (year of e

III
(1975-76).

-0.02
a-0.20

+0.03

-0.07Total
r

ABLE V-22

I .
It

ntry into ECE)

IV
(1976-77)

+0.13

-0.04
+0.06

+0.04 ,,

' Nuinbers Of Sch
In

Is and PupThat Hive Had DecreaJ
ird Grade Standardized Reading
Baseline Year Through 1976-

g, Unchanged, and
esiduals

,

..,

Entry Level Test percentile range
Plise

I II III IV

Decreasing 48 (3,941) 56 (3,223) 41 (3,029) 40 (3,156)

Low Unchanged 30 -(1-,901) 35 (2,388), 26 (1,941) 47 (3,844) ,

. (1-20). Increasing 47 (3,454). 57 (3,856) 37 (2,649) 50 (3,771) ',
.

43 (2,553) 88 (5,040) 74 (4,108) 86 (5,314)Decreasing

Middle Unchanged 47 (2,598), 87 (4,810) 62 (3,170) 106 (6,159)

(21-60) Increasing 67 (3,700) 87 (5,534) 42 (2,421) 74 (4,628)
--4

Decreasing 37 (2,010 57 (3,019) 46 (2,491) A., 65 (4,041)
,,,,

High .
,

Unchanged 35 (2,083) 92 (4,984) 76 (4,113) 130.(7,810)

,-- (61-99),_ Increased , 30 (1,436) 54 (2,868) 47' (2,413) 87 (5:124)

48
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of ECE participation. Conversely, even stronger
gains are shown across the board from the second
to the third year. The changes in Phase I schools
from last 'year show distinctly different patterns
.for the three subsets of schoo. On the average,
schbols in the lowest Entry Level Test grbup had
extremely large drops in standardized' residual
scores after three years of participation. This year,
while their scores are still lower than they were
before entering ECE, they are substantially in-
creased over last year. Schools in the middle ry
Level Test group showed strong gains last ear;
those gains have been sustained. On the other
hand, schools in the highest Entry Level Test
group, which last year had scores that were almost
as- high as those in the middle Entry Level Test
group, lost all of their gains and currently are
scoring, after four years in ECE, almo§rexactly as
they were before they began participation in ECE.

Table V-24 is the most detailed presentation of
all. The changes in residual scores from the baseline
year are shown for each phase of ECE schools after
each year of participation.

Publishers' Norm-RefererfCed Test Data
Fpr each type of funded school program; three

types of analyses are conducted using the standard

TABLE V-23

Changes iii Residual Scores (Weighted Averages) on
Grade Three Reading Achievement Tests After

One, Two, Three, and Four Years of
Participation in ECE, by Three Levels of

Performance on the 1973-74
Entry Level Test

Number'of
, years In

ECE

One

Two

Three

Fcritr

NOTE

Changes in residual scores,
grouped by percentile
,rank on the 1973.74

Et try Level Test

1-20 21-60 61-99

All ECE
schools.

(weighted
average)

+0.04

0.11
(0.00)

0.02
(-0.15)
0.08

(-0.24)

0.03
(+0.05)

+0.11
(+0.05)

+0.18
(+0.19)

+0.05

+0.05
(, +0.06)

+0.11
(+0.06)

0.01
(+0.18)

,+0.01

0.03
(0.00)

+0.07
(-0:01)

+0.03
(+0.03)

Changes in residual scores reported on page 36, Table V-9
of EvaluattoA Report of ECE, ESEA Title I, and EDY,
1975 -'6 for the same groups of schools are given in
parentheses.

.r

scores, from publishers' norm-referenced tests ,in
reading and mathematics. The analysis of most
interest is that in which a comparison is made
between the position of students relative to the
norm group, by type of program (for example,
students in all schools with., consolidated appli-
cation programs), anti the groth of students in
the publishers' norm group.. second -analysis
involves an examination of the progress of the
students from the time of"the pretest to the
post-test, relative to the publishers' norm group. A
final analysis'involves the progress of students, by
grade level, within each of the above analyses.

All Schools with Consolidated Application Funding

Figure V-3 is a summary of student achievement
on standardized reading tests for all schools that
reported, scores from,a publisher's norm- referenced
test. The score,-sof only those students who were
classified as fluent-English speaking and who were
tested at the correct level of the publisher's
norm-referenced test for their age and grade are
represented in the figures. Summaries of achieve-
ment scores for students who were tested out-of-
level appear in Appendix I.

Reading. The reading chievement data in Figure
V-3 indicate, that test score gains of program
participants exceeded norm group, progress at all
grade levels, with the exception of grade eleven.
The standard scores in the eleventh grade dropped
from.40.8 on the pretest to 40.7 on the post-test.
In terms .of raw score points (not %own), eleventh
grade students made progress between the pretest
and the post-test, but their rate of progress was less

'than that 'of the norm group. Thus, their standard
score declined by 0.T tithing the year.

The data for grades one to three are for the
greatest number -of participating schools and stu-
dents.

The readaig achievement data in Figure V-3
*indicate that student participants at all grade levels
were scoring below the nationAl average of 50
standard score points On the pretest. At all grade
levels except grade three, student participants were
still scoring below the national average of 50 on
the post-test. In grade three, students advanced
from 46:9 on the pretest (3.1 below the national
average) to 50.2 (0.2 ahtiTethe average) on the
post-test, thereby showing a gain of 3.3 standard
score points and registering greater growth thin
students at any of the other grade levels.

Mathematics. Figure V-4 presents a summary of
student achievement on siaridataized mathematics
tests for all participating students. At all grade
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levels student participants °scored below the
national average on the pretest. StudentS in grades
one and two scored above the national average on
the post-test, but those in all other grades scored
below the national average. Despite their lower
absolute performance on the pretests and post-
tests, students 'showed more growth than the
publishers' norm group at all grade levels except
grade eleven. The greatest growth was shown in
grades one, two, and three, which include the
'largest' number of participating schools and stu-
dents. The largest gain (5.1 standard score points)
in mathematics was made by students in the first
grade.

Multiple-Funded Schools

This section contains information about student
achievement in schools receiving funds from more
than one funding source. The majority of these
schools received a combination of ECE, ESEA
Title I, and EDY funding, but schools that received
bilingual education and Miller-Unruh funds are also,
included. Reading and mathematics scores fore
students participating in the multiple funded
school p'grams are shown in Figure V-5.

Reading. Analyses of weighted standard score
gains revealed that across all grades, stents in
multiple-funded schools Typically gained 12 stan-
dard score points. Thus, across grades, students
made greater gains than the publishers' norm goup
from pretest to post-tesL A comparison betwteen

ee
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ported by more than one funding source showed
that third grade participants .typka ade the
greatest gains. The third grade sc k increased
froin 45.1'4o 48.4, a difference of .3 standard
score points. The findin0 displayed in-Figure V-5
indicate that students in grades one through eight
.(except for grade seven) made the greatest gains
and that students in grates nine through twelve
tended to have progressively lower pretest and
post-test scores.

. 6

Mathematics., Participating students, in school
programs supported by more than one ,funding
sake increased in positiop reWpe to the a nal
average at all grade levels except grade e en.
Students in the primary grades, made the greatest
gains. The pretest and pOst-test standard scores in
mathematics shown in Figure V-5 indicate that the .

greatest gains were made in grade one, where scores
increased 5.1 standard score points from 45.9 on
the =pretest to 51.0 on the post-test., Students in
gad% seven and higher showed a slight gain
relative to the publishers' norms. Students in grade
eleven were an exception, again, they showed less
progres relative to the norms.

All ECE Schools

Since 1972-73 ECE has provided a framework
`-f,or.the restructuring of the educational process in
kindergartegh grade three. ECE support has
enabl d schools to integrate both Basic end cate-

pretest and post-test standard scores in reading t Jgorfc
participatj4ng students in school prbgrafns sup- regg,

.47;. ,
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verages) on Grade Three ReadingAchievement Tests After.
of Paitticipation in ECE, ly Year of Entry into
ormance on the 1973-74 Entry Level Test

Changes in Residual Scores (Weighted
One, Two, Three, and Four Ye

ECE, for Three Levels of Pe

esources to meet the needs, of, students
different types of services. The restruc-

:'

. ).-
'Year of entry
/ into ECE

,

Percentile rank
4

1-20
1 ;

Percentile rank 21-60 Percentile rank 61-99

Number of ye,ars in ECE diumber of years n ECE Number of years InECE

1 '2 3
.

1 2. ,..:, 4- 1 2 3 - 4

1973-:74
(Phase 1)

1974 -7S'

-0.08
.
+0.01 -0.21 -0.08 -0.10,

-
,:y .t -

f°

+Q.17

tAr

, - -
, 1

''''+0.18 +0.10 +0.02 +0.18

.

-0.01l
(Phase II) .

1975-76
(Phase III)

1976-77
(Phase IV)

1:0,02

.

+0.09

+0.13

*-0.29

-0.0

41.16

,

+y31

-0.07,

-0.0,

+0.0

-0.

A08.

, -

,

,,
-0.08

r
+0.16

+0.06

+0.08

+0 0

ce

+0.07

`.

-A
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MA,

Standard score

Pretest

Post-tes

Number of
schools, by 0
grade level

One 1,499

Two 2,163
A .

. Three 2,192

Four 1,049
A

, to.
Five 1,048

Six 1,079

Seven ' 144

ight 123

Nine 70

Ten 30

Eleven 14

Twelve-

10 20 30. 40 so

.

J
. 6,o loo

49.5

APA'Ar,

49.2

50.2 `V

National average (50)

4-W A
43.6

4/8

43.7

A'Ar44::17,

41.8
A

./A<LA.A4

40.7

41.3

40.3 _

40.7

ff7
40.7

A;Fig. -3. Pretest aid post-test standard scores in reading achievement, .y.grade level, for students participat-
ing in school programs supported by consolidated funding, 1976-77
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lgbet of'
ols, by 0

:( '10

Standard score

Pretest

Post-fest

10 20 30 40 50 60 100

1/4,

grade level

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six.

Seven

Eight

. Nine

Ten

Eleven

Twelve

1,369

2,157

2,335

1,060

1,060

1,077,

139

121

69

26

10

4,

52.1

**lb...National average (50)

50.7

49.8

AreASA:

44.7

41F
43.8 .

5.0

43.1

41.6

-42.0

40.7

417 ,
42.2

42.2>

Fig. Y-4. Pretest and pos4st standard scores in mathematics achievement, by grade level, for students-parti-
cipating in sch061 programs supported,by consolidated funding, 1976-77
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Number of
schools, by
grade level

One

Two.

Three

Four

Five =,

Six

Seven,

Eight

.
Nine

Ten

Eleven

Twelve

Reading

Th

912

1,332

1,279

412

514

517

71

29

10

3

0 10 20 30 40

48.6

47.6

::114"/

48.4

43.4

42.6

41.0

39.9

43.5

41.k

.8

41.1

.4 ,0

I I

Cr.

50 60 100

N
National
average (50)

Pretest

Post-test

Number of
schools, by
grade level

One

Two

Three

0

820

1,335

1,332

Mathematics'

10 20 30 40 50 60 100

iii A
51.0 -

49.5

48.3

Four-- 509
National
average (50)% A

44.6

,9"75.

Five 519
'44.0

,

Six 510
45.2

.?Vr
Seven 69

42.3

Eight 51
40.3

Nine 27
42.6 .1,3

Ten 10 A

41.5

Eleven, iii % % %/ /' / / % / / / / % / / / / /%%

42.1

Twelve 3

Fig. V-5. Pretest andipost-test standard scores in reading and mathematics achievement, by grade levet, for
students participating in school programs supported y more tlfarione funding source, 1976-77i
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I-
turing involved the total school environment in the
primary grades.

The findings reported in the first part of this
11

section are for all schools engaged in restructuring
(all ECE schools) regardless of whether they
received other types of aid.

Pretest and post-test standard scores for students
participating jn ECE were used to (1) measure
reading and mathematics achievenliant gains; and
(2) determine the relationship betwecin-the length
of participation in ECE and changes in *lent
performance in reading.and mathematics:

Reading. Figure V-6 shows reading achie < ent
scores for stUdents in all schools that rec: t CE
funds. On the average, students in E chools
were progressing in reading at 'a rate greater than
that reflected by publishers' norms. Pretest
achievement scores in grades one, two, and three
were from 0.7 to 2.2 points below the national
norms-,--b-ut post-test scores ranged . fro . the
national norm to 1.1 points above the n tional 1
norm. ./

Figures V-8 and V-9 show average 1976-77
readinand mathematics achievement -scores for
tuderfts in all ECE schools, grouped by the year in

which the schools entered ECE. Overall, student
performance improved from the pretest to the
post-test at a rate, in excess of the publishers'
norms regardless of when schools entered ECE.

Schools Received ECE Funds and Compensatory
Education Funds

Figure V-10 contains the reading and mathe-
matics achievement scores on Oublisher<norm-
riferenced tests for students in grades,aie, two,
ad three who were in ECE schools ffiat also,
received compensatory education funds (ESEA
Title I and/oi EDY funds). °

Reading. In schools that received ECE funds and
compenspoiy education funds, students pro-
gressed at a rate greater than that of the publishers'
norm group at hll grade levelS. Gainszelative'to the
publishers' norm group were progressively greater

-from grade one to grade three, with students at
grade three making the greatest gains £3.4 standard
,score .points). Pretest scores were progressively
lower from grade one to grade three. .

Mathematics, In mathematics fthe greatest gains
between the pretest and pOst-test were made by
stildents in grade one. Theirecores increased from
45.9 to 51.2, a difference of 5.3 standard score
points. In grades two and three, students gained
3.2 and 3.3 standard score points, respectively.

Mathematics. Students in schoo that received
ECE, funds showed substantially greater growth
than the publishers' norm grow showed. Then
greatest growth was in grade one. As shown in
Figure V-7, scores increased from 47.6 to 52.6, a
difference of 5.0 standard score points. The
average posttest achievement for students in all
ECE schools was above the Sational average.

ti

Number of
schools, by
grade level

One 1,218

Two I ,699

Three I.76.2

10

4
20 30.

A Pretest

4:1] Post-test
Standard score

40 5'6 60 100,00°.'r
I f

71"
50.0

50.0

r";5JW"z37."
51.1

. 4
National average (50) -

a

et,

Jr"'

Fig. 'V-6. Pretest and post-test stlikdard scores in reading achievement, 14 grade levek, for all schools partici-
.

pating in early childhood education funded programs, 1976-77
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Schools That.Received only ECE Funds .

The schools reported on in this section received
, -only Ec$,E funds. the pretest scores in ECE-only
schools were higher than those._ in schools that
received BCE funds and compensatory education
(EDY/ESEA Title 1) funds.

Reading. Figin-e V-11 shows average student
reading achievement scores for students in grades
one, two: and three in schools that received only
,ECE funds. The average pretest score for grade
three students in ECE-only schools was 50.4
standatrAiiciore points. The average post-test score
in suc ools was 53.8, a gain of 3.4 points more
than would otherwise have been expected in' one
year of instruCtion, While students in ECE-only
schools. typically scored close to or at the norm on

f the pretest, they exceeded the publishers' norms
by 1.7 to 3.8 points at each,grade level on the
post-test. This result suggest_s_.:.that students in
ECE-only schools were gaining relative to pub-
lishers' norms on norm-referenced reading tests.
Similar findings were reported in the censolidated
evalliation reports. for 1974-75 and 1975-76. On
the basis of 1974-75 data, attempts were made to
limit the possibility of biased norms being respons-
ible fdr such significant gains. The statistical
procedures that

gains
employed to mitigate this

bias reduced the gains only slightly and confirmed
the finding of significant gains from pretest to
post-test. A full discussion of within-year mea-
suring of 'achievement gains is presented in the
methodology section of this report.

art

Number of
schools, by,.
grade level

One 1,117

Two 1,707

Three

'Mathematics. The data In Figure V-11 show that
students in ECE-only schools scored from 2.7 to
4.3 standard score points above the publishers'
norms on the mathematics post-tests.

All Schools-That Received Compensatory
EducationTunds

Some schools received compensatory education .

funds (ESEA Title I and/or EDY funds) to provide
services to students with special educatiobal needs.
Many of these schools also received other funds,
such as ECE, bilingual education, end M)ller -Unruh
funds.

The ache vement scores presented in this section
are for fluent-English-speaking students. The data
for limited - English- speaking students are discussed
in a separate section.

Figure V-12 contains achievement data in read-
ing and mathematics for students in school pro-
grams supported by ESEA Title I and/or EDY
funds either solely or in combinatiOn with funds
from one or more of the other funding sources.

Ref:OG.1g. Students in schools that received com-
pensatory education funds progrIssed at a rate
greater than that of the publishers' norm group at
all grade levels. The largest gains in reading were in
grades one through six, with the gains in grade
three being the greatest. In grade three average
student scores increased from 44.2 to 473, a gain

3.5 standard score points.
Post-test scores were below the national average

at all grade levels. Post-test scores in grades one and
three were closest to the national average.

.

Standard score

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 100

Pretest

Post-test

'Ex
52.6

51.4

/
50.5

7
Fig. V-7' Pretest and post-test standard scores in mathematics achievement, by. grade

participating in early childhood education funded programs, 1976-77
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Number of
schools, by
grade level

One 207

Two 308

Three 314

.
Number of
schools, by
grade level

One-L 337

Two 341

Three. 370

ti

0

\;tandard score

10 20 30 40 50 60 . 100

49.1

48.6

I
t \National

average (50)

t

50.1

ECE Phase' I
(Entered ECE in 1973-74)

Standard score

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 100." .
49.9 ,

IN
National

49.9

50.8

_so ECE Phase III .

(ntered ECE in 1975-76)
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Pretest

0 Post-test

Standard score
Number of
schools, by 0 10 20 30 40 50 60. 100
grade level

One 368

Two 476

Three 498

Number of
schools. by
grade level

One-)
average (50)

357

Two 514

Three. 520

50.0 ,.

50.3

vM'

\

51.4

ECE Phase U
a (Entered ECE in 1974-75)

0

National
average (S0)

Standard score

.10 2p 30 40
,

50 60' 100

National
average (50)50.2

Is..

50.3

51.3

ECE Phise IV
(Entered ECE in 1%976-77)

Fig. V-8. Pretest. and post-test standard scores in reading achievement, by grade level and year of entry, for all

schools participating in early childhood education funded programs, 1976-77
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Number of
schools, by
grade level

One-

Two-

Three-

196

309.

335

Standard score

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 100

National52.4
average (50)

50.5

49.7

ECE Ph4e I
(Entered ECE in 1973-74) -

C Standard score
Number of,
schools, by
grade level

0 10 20 30 40' 50 60 100

One- 318
52.8 National

average (50)

Two- 343 "".

51.3

Three- 381
50.4

ECE Phase III
(Entered ECE in 1975-76)

e
s

Fig. V-9. Pretest and post -test standard scores.in mathematics achievement, by grade level and year-of entry,
for all scliools parricipiting in early childhood education funded programs, 1976-77

Number of
schools, by
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Fig. V-10. Pretest and post-test standard scores in reading and mathematics achievement, by grade level, for
'students in school programs supported by.ECE and compensatory education funds, 1976-77
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Fig V-11 Pretest and post-test standard scores in reading and mathematics achievement, by grade level.,
for schools that received only ECE funds, 1976-77
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Fig. V -12. Pretest and post-test standard scores in reading and mathematics achievement, by grade levelgor
all schools that received compensatory education funds, 19764:7
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ilathemptics The gain scores in mat hematiq for
students a schools that received compensaibry
education funds were greater tlia% those of pub-
lishers' norm 'groups at all grades except grade
eleven. Post-test scores were below the national
average Students in grades one through four made
the greatest gains in mathematics. More ...specifi=
tally, the greatest gains were made in grade one
with the average score increasing from 45.2 on the
-pretest to 50.6 on the post-test, a diflo-rence of 5.4
standard score points. The amount of, student-gains
decreased from elementary schools to secondary
schools. Students in Trade eleven showed a slight
loss. The average 'score in mathematics in grade
eleven dropped from 42.2 to 42.0.

--:Schools That Received Only ESEA Title I Funds

This section contains information about student
a hievement- in `school programs supported by
E A Title- I funds only. Data for schools with
Ti funds to serve handicapped and negleCted
and_delinquent youth .are provided in a separate
section. tri _

Figure V -I 3 coittalitiOdajr) for grades one
throu0 twelve. The readers, Should note that
relatively few secondary ch(ols conducted. pro-
grams, and that out-of-lev resting' was conducted
in mw} Aegindary schools. A comparison of-
1976-7'M-bores with those from 1975-76 showed
that both ,the pretest -and post-test scores declined
slightly in schools that received only ESEA Title I
funds. These declines may be the result of two
factorg: (1) more schoolswere testing on an annual
(spring/spring) basis, in which case estimates of
gains are more conservative, and (2) imprpved data
collection procedures provided for he elimination
of nonparticipant scores from the data pool. It has
been determined that for previous reports, a few
districts submitted dtta f',;'r all students rather than
just program participants at the secondary level.

Figure V.-13 shows reading and mathematics
achievement scores for students in programs sup-,
ported only by ESEA Title I funds.

Reading Across all grades participating students
in schools that received only ESEA Title I funds
typically gained 2.4 standard score points from
pretest to post-test. Their rate of progress was
greater than that of the publishers'. norm group.
Participating students in grades onethrgugh_three_
made the greatest' gains from pretest to ,post-test.
Paqicipating students in grades seven through

41` twelve tended to have' progressively lower gain
scores.

Mathematics. Across all grades participating stu-
dents in schools that received only ESEA Title I
funds typically gained 3.3 standard score points in
mathematics achievement. Although both pretest
and post-test scores were below the national
average at all grade levels, gains -were greater than
thos?or the publishers' norm group at every grade
except grade eleven. Participating students in grade
one and grade three gained 7.9 and 7.7 standard
score points? respectively.

ESEA Title I Programs for Handicapped Students
and Neglected and Delinquent Youth

During 1976-77 ESEA Title I funds were
provided to serve 35,946 students who qualified
for' services-1n special compensatory education
programS. These programs were provided uhder'the
auspices of the Departments of Education, Correc-
tions, and Health; California Youth Authority;
offices of county superintendents of schools; and
school districts.

Serxices were provided for 5,146 handicapped
students in special schools Operated by the Depart-

,/ ment of Education and in state hospitals operated
by the Department of Health; for 3,886 delin-
quents in institutions operated by the California
Youth Authority; and for 314 felons in institutions
operated by the Department of Corrections. Local
educational agencies providedservices for 26,888
neglected and delinquent yotith. The number of
participants, by age and approximate grade span, in
special compensatory, education programs sup-
ported by Title I funds is presented in Tahle

Programs for hdhdicapped students in special
state schools. Programs at special state schools
served studeng when local educational agencies
were unable to meet the students' specific educa-
tional needs. The services provided at these schools
included comprehensive diagnostic evaluation and
counseling services for the parents and families of
handicapped students. 'The schgols also partici-
pated in professional internship programs and
teacher training programs with the' University of
California and the California State University and
Colleges.

Six special state schools administered by the
Department of Education received ESEA Title I
funds during 1976-77 to augment instructional
programs _for the__nedrologicallyhandicapped
blind, and deaf: A total of 1,169 handicapped
students in special schools participated in such
instructional programs. Of that number, 100, or 9
percent, wereneurologically handicapped; 121, or
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10 percent, were blind; and 948, or 81 percent,
were deaf. Programs were in operation between
184 and 206 school days. Participants in the
schools for neurologically handicapped students
attended classes between three and nine months.
Students in schools for the deaf and the blind
attended classes for the full-school year.

The Department of Health operated programs in
15 mental health facilities located throughout the
state. These programs operated between 200 days
and 365 days. The average period of attendance for
the developmentally disabled was from .9 to 12
months; for the mentally disabled it was ft:bin...4, to
8 months,

The ESEA Title I alloCatiohs to the DeParknes4
of Health prOvidedAor the establishment of Oppfe-
mentary educational components in state rnd local
health treatment programs. A total of 3,818
handicapped students participated in these activi-
ties. Of the student participants 2,263, or 59
percent, Were developmentally disabled, those
whose special needs were, the result of emotional
stress, psychosis, drug abuse, or the like; and
1,303, or 34 percent, were mentally disabled.

I
Number. of Handicaflpe

Pr

A

Compounding these functional limitations for
many students were secondary handicaps affecting,
vision, hearing, ambulation, and metabolism. Be-
cause of the severe nature of their emotional
disorders, the students' learning. difficulties, cen-
tered around reading and listening, comprehension
of words and symbols, and writing and speaking.

The Neuropsychiatric Institute at the University
of California, Los Angeles, received ESEA Title I
monies to serve students with e handicaps.
During 1975-76 a total of 1 3 s ecial needs
students received augme ed instructional services
in this multidisciplin ospital setting. All stu-
dents were admitted tote institute on the basisof
medical `referrals and accompanying problems of
personal adjustment. The program was designed to
meet the unique needs of the students in terms of
both their emotional needs and their -Academic
abilities.

Programs for neglected and delinquent youth.
ESEA Title I programs served neglected and/or
delinquent students in a variety of special institu-

\tions. The programs included those administered,

TABLE V-25

Students and-Negleeted-ancI-DelinquerrrYouth-Tattititiatiiigiri-
ms Funded by ESEA Title I, 1976-77

-

Agency or facility

Approximate grade revel and age of students <,

.

Total

Preschool
and kinsrer-

garten
2 -5 yrs.

Elementary
school

6-11 yrs.

Junior
,high

school
12-14 yrs.

High
school

15-18 yrs.
Adult

- 19-21 yrs.

State Department of Education
Neurologically handicappe,d
Blind

4 Deaf

State Department of Health
. Developmentally disabled

Mentally disabled

UCLA
Neuropsychiatric institute

Local educational agencies
Neglected and delinquent

California Youth Authority

State Department of Corrections
.

'
.-. 0

i /52

18
. 3

13

14

0

4'

48
) 47

251

337
39

53

2,666

0
-

.6
38
29

218

427
152'

-,

31

'7,707

'55

.

. .

13

31
431

.

857
960

°

26

16,184
- '

2,658

35

1

9
36

624
149

0

317

1,173

279

.:,

,

100
121

. 948

2,263
'I ,303

123

26,888

3,886

314

Totals 65
IF'

3441 8,657 21,195 2,588 35,946
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by "local educational agencies, the California Youth
Authority, and the Department of corrections..
While complying with conditions necessarily
imposed by the institutions, each agency or. insti-
tution 'was, required' fo develop a comprehensive
educational plan Or its use of ESEA Title I funds,
this plan included both instructional and

.instructional-support seivices for the students
served.

The p mary objeCtives of most programs for
negle d and delinquent youth were to raise
acade achievement and to promote attitudinal
changes toward thernselves, their peers, and society
as a whole., To achieve these objectives, staffs in
many of like institutions concentrated on coun-
seling and on a, diagnostic/prescriptive instructional
approach related to individual student needs.

130.ause of the shOrt period of time spent in the
program by a majority of the participants, the.
interval between pretesting 'ald post-testing was
not great enough to provide l_for a meaningful
interpretation of norm-referenced test resultg. In
addition,. the pretest and post-test results reported
for those participants'who had been five month'sbr
mbre in the program represent such a minute
Percentage of those being served that any con-
clusions regarding improved performance would be
tentative at best: Improvement was reported in the
areas of social and communication skills.

Programs administered by the California Youth.
Authority and the California Department of

'11 Corrections. ESEA I fundg are allocated each
year for qualifying studentS consigned to the
California Youth Authority (CYA) from both
juvenile and criminal courts and for those com-
mitted to the Department of Corrections. from
criminal courts.

All students within these institutions are eligible
for service, but because of financial constraints,
only those persons identified as most in need of
remedial instruction in reading and mathematics
are selected for participation in the program.

Program's administered by a local educational
agency'. "Duriqg the 1976177 school year, 109,977
neglected and delinquent youth received educa-
tional services proviciediby 170 public and private
institutionstadministered at the school districefor
county level. Of this number, 26,188 students
received additional educational services provided
under ESEA Title I. The number of students
served- listed by type of institution, age span, and
approximate level -is presented in Table
V-26.
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Of the total number of students served under
ESEA Title 1 programs administered. by local
educational agencies, 773. (about 3 percent) were
classified as being either limited-. or( non-English-
speaking students, while 1,349 (about 1 percent)
of the total neglected and delinquent population
were. classified as being limited-, 'or, noAnglish
speaking.

Tie av ra e length oparticipation,in programs
supported by ESEA Title ffunds ranged from less .0

than three months for 73 percenfof the udenis
to more than six months for15 percent flit
students.

During,1 9/76-77, services wer e provided to 4,200
students iniekinstitutions operated by the Califor-
nia Youth Authorily and three institutions operated
by the Department of Corrections.

The emphasis in ESEA,- Title I programs-in these
institutions wag on diagnostic /prescriptive .instruc-
tion in reading, ianguage,.and mathematics.

Schools That Received, ly EDY Fu

This section contairls findings about the reading
,,,and mathematics achievement of students whp
participated in EDY programs id schools in which
EDY Monies - were the only categorical funds
received. Very few schools received only EDY
funds.

-Figure V-14 shows reading and Mathematics
achievement for students in programs supported
'dilly by EDY funds. -

Reading. Across all grade levels participating
students in schools the'received only Y funds
gained 1.9 standard score points'fro t e pretest
to the post-test, they progressed a rate greater
than the publishers' norm group. Students in
grades on; through seven appeared to have mad
the greatest progress relative to the publishers"norm
group. -Too few schools reported data in grades
nine through twelve for a reliable interpretation of
the differences from the pretest to thppost7t6t.

Mathematics. Standard scores in mathematics
achievement are shown in Figure V-14 for partici-
pating students in grades one through eleven in
school programs supported solely by EDY funds,
No scores were available for grade twelve students.
Post-test standard scores were higher than pretest
scores for all grade levels except grade.eleven. An
analysis of the weighted average of standard score
gains across grades! revealed that participating
students in EDY-only" schools gained 2.4 standard
score points.
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All Schools, with Programs for Limited-
and Non-English-Speaking Students

This section of the, report includes information
about the following:

-41, Reading and mathematics achievement of
limited-English-speaking students who partici-
pated in school programs support d by con-,solidated funding sources
Reading, and mathematics achie ment of

. limited-English-speaking students w partici-
pated in school programs supported by
gual education funds only

All scho6ls that receive ECE, ESEA Title I,
EDY, or bilingual education funding are required
to address the needs of limited- and non-English-
speaking students in preparing their comprehensive
program plans.' The bilingual education, com-
ponent of the school program is to include
fluent-English-speaking students and limited- and
non-English-speaking students as program
participants.

4Whether or not it receives consolidated funding, each school
with an enrollment of ten or more limited- or non-English-speaking,
students at a particular grade level is required to provide an
instructional program to address the educational needs of these
students.-Smce nonfunded schools are not required to submit Form
E-127P evaluation data, however, such schools are not represented
in this report.
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Figures V-15' and V-16 show pretest and post-
test standard scores in readin and mathematics-
achievement, respectively, for ited-English-
speaking students in school- prog>Supported by
consolidated funding sources. Limited-English-
§peaking students were determined to have limited
English-language fluency at the time of the pretest.
Accordingly, titese scores for limited-English--
speaking studen s would not be the sole index of
these students' _cognitive skills. Their score/on
reading and -mathematics tests written in English
may be lower than average because of the diffi-
culty they have reading the test questions.

No data are presented below for non-English-
speaking students. Until suitable measuring instru-
ments are available in the primary linguage of

students, attempts to mea-
sure the a ievement of non-English-speaking stu-
dents in basic skills would be inappropriate.

Reading. Figure V- I5 shoW s that limited-
English-speaking studeMs scored .below the
national average in reading at all grade levels. As
stated previously, however, one can expect the
pretest 'scores of limited-English-speaking students
to be substantially below the _national average
because of the students' limited language-fluency
at the time of the pretest.

ti
TAB4E V-26

Neglected and_pelinquent Students in Local Educational Agency Programs
Served by ESEA Title I, 1976-77

l'ypc of .
program

,.-

Number of students served, by grade level andage of-students

Total

Preschool and
kindergarten
2- 5 years

Elementary
6-11 years

Junior high
school

12.-14 years
High school

-15-1$ years
Adult

19-21 years

Delinquents in
cotirt schools

c
0 353 1,911 4,108k 314 6,686

Delinquents not
in court schools 0 717 2,886 8,071 3 11,677

Programs serving
both neglected'
and delinquent

Prop,ranis serving
only neglected 14 4154 2,292 3,055 0 6,512

'Tutorial* 0 445 618 950 0 2,013

Total 14 k 2;666 7,707 16,184 317 26,888

*tutorial assistance for binli neglected and delinquent studen s in addition to their regular school prop am

1
J
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Fig. V-15. Pretest and post-test standard scores in reading achievement, by grade level, for limited-English-
speaking students in school programs supported by consolidated funding sources, 1976-77
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The limited.English-tspeaking students' post-test
scores were also below the national average at alb .

grade levels. These and the gain scores between the
pretest and post-test are perhaps even more diffi-
cult to interpret than the preteSt scores. Without
more information it is impossible to, determine t

----whether 'a student's improvement b-Zrween the
pretest and the post-test was the result of improve-
ment in the skill areas that the test was designed to
cover or,in English-language fluency skills. Most
likely, the gain was the result ,of improvement in
both language fluency and, achievement. What6er
these gains represent, ;the, pattern they show is

encouraging._ The rate of growth between the
pretest and the post -test was grater than the usual
growth shown in one year at air-grade levels except
grades one and ten.

Mathematics. Figure V -16 shows that the mathe-
matics scores of limited - English- speaking students
were below tPe national average at all grade levels
on both the pretest and the post-test. The reader
should note, however, that at most grade levels
these mathematics scores were several points higher
than the corresponding reading test scores. In part,
this difference cart be attributed to the fact that
students with limited language fluency can answer
more of the items on the mathematics test because
less reading is required than on the reading test. At
all grade levels the gain scores *ere above the

- national norms, and at most grade levels they were
substantially higher.:-

A

Schools That Received Only Bilingual education Funds .

Most schools that received bilingual education
funds also received support from one or more of
the other consolidatedrfunding. sources. A few
schools, however, received only bilingual education
funds. Figures V-17 aid V-18 show the reading'and
mathematics achievement, respectively, of-limited-
English-speaking students who participated in
school programs supported by bilingual education'
funds only. So few students participated in these
school prograrrisat most grade levelS fewer than
ten schools are representedthat no attempt
should be. made to draw any statewide program
inferences. In both reading and mathematics,
pretest and post-test scores were below- the-'
national average; and the Rin scores, while in most
cases positive, showed no consistent pattern.

Schools That Received Only Miller-Unruh Funds

Schools that receive funds only through the
Miller-Ukruh Basic Reading Act are not required to
submit pretest and poshtest achievement {lata for
participating_ students. Thus, no separate infor-
mation on the performance of such, students is
available for analysis. Schools that received Millei-
Unruh funds and funds through other consolidated
application funding sources submitted pretest and
post-test student achievement data for all partici-
pating students. The analysis of" these data is
presented in the sections entitled "All Schools with
Consolidated Application junding" and "Multiple-
Funded Schools."

C -J
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V-11. Pretest and post-test standard scores in (eliding achievement, by grade level, for limited-English-
speaking students in school progrants supported by bilingual education fuhds.only, 19)6-77
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VI. Spetial Findings
4`.

. The findings report Evaluation Report of
ECE, ESEA Title 1, and 1975-76 indicated
that in some schools, third grade readihg sCoises, as
determined by the California Assessment Program
were - declining. Spetifically, the findings indicated
that "in schools whose entering students averaged
between the 21st and the 99th percentiles on the
1973-74 Entry Level Test, _grade three reading
achievement improved markedly beyond predicted
levels after three years in ECE..",' In contrast, "in
schools whose entering students averaged below
the ,20th percentile on, the 1973-74 Entry Level
Test, grade three reading achievement decliried
relative to prediction after three years i CE."2
, Among the schools whose entering dents

averaged the 20th percentile on the 1973-74
Eiztry Level Test, not all had grade three reading
scores that each year were invrelsingly lower...than
the predicted average score. In some schools grade
three reading achievement scores increased relative
to the predicted score over the three-year pgriod.
In fact, of tire schools whose students averaged in
the lowest 2.0 percent on the'1973-74'brtry Level
Test, 110 showed increases in residual scores, 146
showed decreases, and 121 showed no change.

While the overridipg purpose of the Depart-
ment's special study and the research conducted
SRI' international 'Was to determine Why the
average scores declined foi same schools below the
20th percentile on the Entry I evel Test, informa-
tion about schools whoa average scores increased
was alsO considered.

Perhaps the most important question dealt with
in the special study was "What circumstances are
associated with decline or improvement in third
grade student reading achievement?" Two coiple-
Mentary research strategies were selected for use in
answering this' question. (1,) U... traditional

,

Evaluation Report of ECE, ES Tide I, and EDY, 1975-76.
Sacramento 'California State Departmint of Education, 1977, p.
36.

2Evaluation Report, p. 36.

hypothesis-testing study of variables within4tlass-
rooms, which was conducted by SRI-InternatiOnal,
and (2) a series, of case studies of 16 schools eight
schools with increasing average third grade reading
scores and eight schools with decreasing scares
conducted by the Department.

The SRI "International study was designed to
identify classroom processeS related to changing
test scores among the schools whose students
averaged in the lest 20 percent on the 1973-74
Entry Level Test. The research strategy employed
in the study provided for idectification of relation-
ships between proctsses within classrooms and
student achievement, but it did not provide for an
examination of processes at the school level.
Therefore, a second research strategy, the school
case studies conducted by the Department, was
employed.

So that the finclings4would," represent the
strengths of both strategies, an overlapping sample
of schools was used in the studies. Seven of the 14
schools in The SRI International study were also
included in the Department of Education's. case
studies., All schools in both studies were also ECE
schooQ

The informatiothat follows represents a sum-
mary of thi findings from both studies. A detailed
report of ilk studies will be published separately al
a companion document.to this report. .

Special Case Studies

Department of Tdikation ielsonnel, working in
pairs as ObserVeit, conducted spetial case, studies at
16 schoOls: The schools were selected on tire basis
of several criteria, including (1) having been in the
lowest 20.percent Of schools on the 1973-74 Entry
Level Test, and (2) having shown an increase or a
decline in third grade reading achievement on the
California Assessment Program tests from 1973 to
1976.

An individual case study report was prepared fe3r
each school \visited. Each report included the
observers', explanation of why test scores had

.A
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changed in the schdol. Findings and implications
across schools were developed later.

Several limitations of the case study method-
ology impinge upon the interpretation of the
out es of the case studies. Generalizations
derived from the studies'Tre limited to the popula-
tion of the schools in the study sample, however,
both the findings and the 'implications, may be
applicable to a broader population.

Another limitation is the reconstruction of past
events. The usefulness of the raonstruction was
dependent upon the quality and quantity of
historical data gathered in the schools, which, in
turn, were subject to, varying degrees of staff;
turnover and accuracy a/ memory.

An important'distinction should also be noted
between a case study and a traditional statistical
study: In the case study, unlike the statistical
study, the significance of the findings and implica-
tions is not related'to the frequency with which an
event occurred.

s.

The major findings of the case studies and their
implications are presented below under the follow-
ing headings (1) Understanding of the Intent of
Early Childhood Education; (2) Leadership and
Management of Change; (3) Expectations of
Teathers and Administrators:. (4) Staff Develop-

, ment: (5) Teaching and Learning in the Instruc-
tional Program; (6) Curriculum: and (7) Evalua-
non. These topics were selected becatise of their

'® uniqueness, within schools and their commonality
across schools and because tie observers believed
that aspects of each affected student achievement
in some way.

4

Understanding of the Intent of Early Childhood Education

The findings related to understanding of the
intent of early childhood edticatidn and the impli-
cations of those findings are discussed below. e

Findings The observers determined that the
translation of the intent of early childhood 'educa-
tion into educational experiences for children was
impeded by the lack of understanding, of many
people about the intent. of ECE. Breakdowns in
communication were found to be common in
schools with' decreasing, average reading achieve-
ment scores., In schools with increasing average
scores, communication breakdowns were far less
frequent. In'mo'st schools with increasing average
scores, the observers noted a. general sense of
educational purpose that supported some of the J4
specific purposes of ECE. Some other findings
were the following: - .

Teachers, principals, parents, and children did
things only because they believed that some-
one else (the state; for example) required
them to do so; they did not see themselves
functioning in terms of an intended purpose.
For example, some individuals saw the school-
level plan as a proposal required to obtain
outside funding rather than as the documenta-
tion of a planning process, the purpose of
wInch was to improve the effectiveness of the
educational program.

2. Teachers,, principals, and parents wanted -to
comply with wch exhortations as "meet the
needs of each but they did not know
how to do So.

3. Incentives that were designed at the state level
to effect reinforcement of the intent of ECE
were misused for unrelated local purposes
that' often were tied to school or distnct
politics or to the priorities of persons in key
positions.

4. Some information was not available to people
with operational responsibility, such as the
pnncipal, teachers,- and aides. Communica-
tions from state; district, and staff develop-
ment program personnel tended to be
abstract, impersonal, and difficult to relate to
problems in the classroom and the school.

Implications. The implications of the above
findings are as follows:

School, district, and state accountability pro-
cedures should focus more sharply on the
purposes of education, in general and of ECE
in particular. Too often, accountability be-
comes a matter of, doing soimetifing to "look
goods" such as keeping records on students
but not using them.
Supportive services to teachers, aides, princi-
pals,. and other school gstaff should' be
designed more carefully for their respective
users. Many school personnel need to be told
"how to" and in terms with which they are
familiar. They need to know what to do in
their own worlds. Teachers, parents, and
principals need to be better informed about/
ECE what the options -are, what the responsi-
bilitieS are, what services are available, and
generally what.to expect.
C mmunicationwhether wntten or oral,
fr the state, from thie district, or from
wit n the school should be more frank and'

.personal, and the emphasis should e on the
primary role o,f human beings in th educa-



tional ptocdsses. *too much of th,e infor-
matibn received by teachers,, parents, and

'children is couched in the abstractjanguage of
"programs," Which does nothelp people
understand what they are to do.

Leadership and Management of Change

The findings related to leadership and manage-
ment of change and the implications of those
findings are discussed below.

Findings. The importance of leadership in
managing change effectively was demonstrated at
both the school and district levels. In three schooN
with increasing student achievement in reading,
district-Mel leadership served as a supportive force
in the introduction and implementation t f new
progtams, at a school with decreasing achiefement,
district -level leadership proved to be an obstacle or
disru'ptive force. School-level leadership emerged
frequently as either a positive or negative factor. 0%.

In four schools with increasing achievement, the
principal clearly Cxhibited positive leadership; in
two schools groups of teachers assumed school-
level leadership in managing change, and in one
school the resource teacher emerged as the leader.

haracteristics pf positive, leadership appeared to
be ,1) wa;lespread involvement and delegation of
dem n-making responsibility' to those charged
with lementing decisions; (2) mutual trust in
and respe t for the competence and judgment of
others; (3) nticipatory planning; and (4) stipport
f or owing skills development and learning.

By contrast, at `Most of the schools in which
achievemehad declined,' either no leadership or
negative TiMiership characteristics were noted.
Authoritarian principals created an atmos here of
repression at two schools. In other ods the
absence of effective leadership was illustrated by a
lack of planning for changing school populations
(particularly for largeiinfluXes of Spanish-speaking
pupils)' until' a crisis situation developed and by a
lack of leadership in matters pertaining to the
selection and implementation of curricula and
classrtiom organization.

43

Implications. The implications ,of the above
findings are as follows:

' -..
Changing school programs meats, above all,
changing people's ways of doing thingi.' Good
leadership, regardless of its sou ce (principal,
reading coordinator, teachers, or district-level
personnel) 'is fundamental. The potential
damage from poor leadership is equally
important. Good leadership entails, among
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other things, close contact and involvement
with thoie who have operational responsi-
bility for implementing decisions, such as
teachers and aides; mutual trust and respect;
anticipatory planning; and support for, on-
going skills development. These and other
good leadership characteristics should be
fostered through personnel practicts and
policies, especially through the appointment
of school principals, and ,through staff devel-
opment programs specifically designed to
improve the leadership capabilities of those in
leadership roles at the schobl, district, and
state levels.
The' leadership potential of a core group of
teachers at a school should be acknowledged
and supported where possible, perhaps
through the participatory planning features of
ECE.
The role of the 'district in improving school
programs should be clarified.

Expectations of Teachers and Administrators

the findings related to teachers' expectations
and the implications of those findings are discussed
below.

Findings.* From their school visits the observers
concluded that teachers' expectations for and
beliefs about the children they taught often seemed
to influence the children's learning and that
administrators' expectations of teacheis' perfor-
mance seemed to affect the performance ;.of
teachers. .

The expectations of teachers for their pupils
were reflected in various ways. (1) their percep-
tiOns of the children and their abilities; (2) their
selection of curricular material, and (3) their
standards for pupil performance. In schools in
which teachers believed that the children had poor
ofal language skills and "many problems," the
children performed poorly. At a school in which a
teacher referred to non-English-speaking,children
as being bright and learning quickly, the children
performed well. Decreasing scores were noted in
schools in which the curriculum required little
more than low-level tasks, such as rote responses.
Increasing scores were noted in. Schools that had
comprehensive curricula and in which mastery and
competence ware expected and demanded.

Where teachers were held accountable for their
pupils..' performance , and given accurate informa-
tioN about that performance, their behavior was

'More likely to have a positive effect on pupils' test
scores.
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The differenCes in the characteristics and back-
gr unds of the children at the schools.visited were

at, but the differences in teachers' perceptions
of and beliefs about the children were even greater.
The observerscon ded that the attitudes and
expectations of teach s and other adults were
significanefactors in ils' improving or declining
in reading performs

Implications. The implicatimplications kf the above
findings are as follows: -

The expectations for what children can learn
need to be raised in many schools, especially
those with a high minority population. This
includes the teachers' expectations with regard
to the following:

1. The types of activities (reading and writing
words, sentences, and paragraphs rather
than just filling in the blanks, making rote
responses, playing games; \doing puzzles,
and the like) .

2. The pace of each child's Progress (each
child g optimal progress consistent
wi t c s eve opment .rather than
each child working as slowly as he or she
desires)

3. The quality of the children's work (regard-
less of the type or level of work, good
workmanship rather than half- hearted,
sloppy efforts)

Staff development

The findings related to staff development and
the implications of those findings are described

'below.,

Findings. Three basic types of staff development
programs Were noted in e case-studies:

1. Ongoing inse ice training closely tied to the
instructional program. In five schools this
type of program was found to have an effect
on staff behavior anti classroom practks. The
programs had a strong "how to" emphasis and

iwere an integral part of the operation ,of the
school. Extensive classroom follow-up was
also conducted. In three scho the qbservers
noted that the inservice training ,rogram also
had a positive effect on pupa p-r Prmance; in
two schools they. determined t e : t the impact
on'pupil performance was n tive.

The programs that had a poSiSive inflv'ence
on pupil performance were characterized by
the following: ,(a) the training helped the
teachers adapt their eitisting instructional

At

practices to the new program; (b) the training
program was adequately comprehensive; and
(c) the teachers were committed to the
program.. By contrast, the two ineffectile
staff development programs were "forced on"
reluctant and antagonistic teaching staffs by
authoritarian administrators.

The effectiveness of ongoing inservice train-
ing programs that were closely tied to the
instructional program was attributable, to a
large degree, to the fact that they were
people-specific; that is, aides were trained for '
the aide's job, and' teachers were trained for
the teacher's job. The training included details
abbut what to do in thrlassroom. Training
was provided in frequent sessions throughout
the school year.

2. Inservice training designed to improve the
staff's abilities to serve ethnic and language
minorities. Most of the schools that were
studied had significant minority pdpulations,
but at only four did the qbservers note
inservice training programs designed to
improve stall mem ers a ties to serve
ethnic and language minorities. The observers
did note that courses in multicultural under-
standing had a positive effect on the achieve-
ment of limited- and non-English-speaking
students. Three schools offered Spanish lan-
guage courses for teachers.

3. Inservice training' programs on a variety of
topics that were not specifically related to
teachers' responsibilities. These were non-
specific presentations that were usually
designed for a general audience of educators.
Their impact on teacher behavior and perfor-

-4 mance was negligible.

Although a storm of inservice training,
informal exc nges among teachers as they worked
together to plan the kindergarten through grade
three program were, found to be of significant
valim. The world of the self-contained classroom
has been opened up to fellOw teachers, aides, and.
parents. In some instances this openness. fostered
an increase in. the,sfiaring of ideas, techniques, ana
materials and ilt commitment. In other cases this
opennest resulted in insec?rity, retrenchment, and
a sharing of excuses.

. .
Implications. Them implications of the abqve

findings are as follows.:

Staff development programs at the school
level should be more closely tied to the

' iinstructional program. follovi-up in.the form
4.

r .
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of observations in the classroom and feedback
to teachers and aides on their performance
should be included. The emphq should be
on helping teachers and aides, to do their jobs
better. Ideally, training sessions shoul be
conduicted frequently and should in ude
demonstrations involving children.

Staff development should tre an integral
of school ope
or external acti
Inservice trainin
teachers integrat
practices.
Staff dev,elopm
on any curric
others.

art
tions, not merely an additional

ty.
should be designed to help
new programs with existing

t activities should not focus
lar area to the exclusion of
...

Staff development programs should foster a.
clear sense of purpose and commitment to the
program.
Staff development actiyities that are not
specifically related to the planned instruc-
tional program of the school should receive a
1 vier priority and a smaller 'allocation of
resources than tho activities that Are
directly related to the instructional program.
Conferences, workshops on tangential topics,
workshops of a general nature, and outside
consultants not familiar with the school pro_.
gram should supplement the basic staff devel-

.
,

opm,oent effort.
Personnel at the state, county, district, and
school levels should work together to identify
the kinds of know-how that teachers and
principals need and to ensure that such *
knowledge is widespread.
Workshops at all levels should be devoted
equally to pro iding know-how and clarifying
purpose in relationon to the content area.

r

Teaching and Learning in he Instructional Program

The findlnis related to teaching and learnitig in
the instructional prograin and the implications- of
those findings are described below.

Findings. Individualization of instructional pro-
grams had positive effects on student achievement
in those instances in which people provided
instruction.. Negative efifects were noted in those
cases in which instruction was provided primarily
by means of materials,. Such as self-teaching mate-
rials.

In schools in which test scores increased, the
observers noted the following: (1,) initial teaChing,;t,
was done by people rather than by means 4f

Ii I
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media, materials, or learning stations, (2) diagnosis
of pupil needs was an integral part of the program,
not an external activity, (3) prescription flowed

om diagnosis and included instruction by teachers
or aides) rather than just a' matching of upils

and materials; and (4) monitoring of the chi en's
ability to use new concepts was a part of he
instructional program..'

Student performance improved in those schools
in which learning centers were used for purposes of
reinforbing students' skills. No success was noted in
those schools in which teachers relied on curricular
materiAls for instruction (as in a correspondence
course). When children's work was not corrected or
evaluated for long periods of time, their early
misunderstandings Wire-reinforced through repeti-
tion, whiCh resulted in poor performance.

Implicatins The implications, of the above
findings are as follows:

Initial teaching should be done by the teacher
(or some other person) rather than by aleans
of media, materials, or learning statidhs.

f Diagnosis should be an integral part of to
ing . and learning rather- than an external
activity. The teacher should pay close atten-.
tion to how, each child responds to instruction
and should make occasional infornl assess-
ments of the child's progress. The teacher sr
should use the children's work as a prim' 'y
source of diagnostic information.
Prescriptions should generally include instruc;
tion by the teacher; they should not be-
limited to a designation of appropriate
instructional materials.
The child's ability to . use new skills and
concepts in a variety of contexts, such as

, using readihg skills to read a _science book,
should be Monitored. Reteaching should be
provided when appropriate.

f'

Curriculum

The findings related to curriculum and the
implioations of those findings are described below.

'.Findings. Reading scores declined ° in those
schools in which the curriculum consisted entirely .
or mostly of reading. Scores increased in those
schools in which students had ample opportunity.
to apply their reading skills in other Currictilar
arias. The schools in which reading scores increased
were characterized by 'the. following. (1) teachers
were Committed' to the programs, (2) the c tent
of the curriculum was appropriate to tla pa cular

c-
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needs of the pupils; for example, the content was
sufficiently comprehensive and could be adapted
to meet the specifal needs of pupils, including
limited- and non-English-speaking children; and (3)
the implementation of the curriculum was accom-
panied by effective staff development and follow-

, up activitie
'A decli e in reading Scores Was noted in tho)ef

schools which strong emphasis was placed 'on
decodin and phonetic analysis and little emphasis
was placed on such integrated skills as comprehen-
sion and composition.

Implications. The 'implications of the above
findings are as follows:

Students should have ample opportunity to
apply their reading skills in a variety of
curricular areas.
Within the reading program a variety of
reading skills shpuld be taught.
Steps should be taken to ensure teacher
commitment to programs. eachers should be
involved in the selectio
programs.
The curriculum shbuld be such that the needs
of all students can be mat.

Evaluation

terials

The findings related to evaluation and the
implications of those find' gs are deSicribed below:

Findings. Four problem' were noted in the area
of evaluation in all schools tn the study: (.1) school
perspnnel had minimal information or incorrect
information about, the tests and test results; (2)

£chool personnel failed to use the inforniation that
was available; (3) monitor and review ratings and
test scores are assessments of different aspects of
the school operation, and 'school personnel had
difficulty integrating and interpreting both types
of information; and (4) the-Means 'available for
identifying and assting the progress of limited-
English-spealeing and- on- English - spiking childien
arid for eiralUating bilingual education progfams
were inadequate.

'Personnel at several schools could not recall the
California Assessment Program reading tests, and
none of the leachers who were interviewed had
seen the test results. Many teachers and administra-
tors did not distinguish between the California
Assessment Program tests .and the standardized
tests" that they administered. In two instances
school personnel believed test scores had decreased
when, yin fact, they had increased. In another
school the reverse of this situation was noted.

, .
Observers found only one instance in which ab
program had been modified as a result of either the
monitor and review evaluation or the California
Assessment Program test results.

.

The use of an English-language test to measure
the progress of students rhose primary breading
instruction was provided in Spanish was found to
Iplea serious problem. ,

.
'Implications. The implications of the above

Findings are as follows:

School personnel should be instructed in how
to use tes and test results in the district, in
the schoo and in the classroom.
The. relat onship of the strategicimplementa-
tion components of ECE-:--planning, imple-
mentation, and internal and external program
quality review needs to be stated more
explicitly. . - \ .

The relationship between program manage-
ment and evaluation should.be clarified at the
school level. School personnel do not seem
ter view programs -in terms of people and
behaviors. (

.°, In some schools with full bilingual education
prograths, heavy 'emphasis is placed on
instruction in the students' primary language
during their early years of elementary school;
in the later years emphasis is placed' on
instructn in English. A need exists for some
way of Atessing the students' progress during
both phases; of their edutation.,

41.

Classroom Processes Evaluation Study

The study conducted by SRI International was
designed wto; examine classroom processes that
might be relatedtfo, std ts' reading achievement.
The study sample,. whi consisted. of 45 third-
grade 'cla.ssroomg in 14 schools, was drawn front
the same group of schools that the Department
used in its special case stuas. All schools had been
participants in ECE since 1973 or 1974. The
average score of each school on the 1973-74 Entry ,
Level Test was at or belowrihe 20th percentile. ,

Half the schools had had increaling residual scores,
on the California Assessment Program third grade .
reading test over a three-year period, and half had
had decreasing residual scores over the same
period. The 'schools weretalso selected, on the basis
of high or 'low concentrations of. limited- and
non7English-speaking children.

Carefully trained observers spent two days in
each third grade clasroom. They recorded data on
the ClassrOom Observation Instrument. This instru-

f 4



ment allowed for the collection of three types of
iriformatt/

1. Classroom summary informpon-Classroom
summary information included the number of
children enrolled, the number present on the
observation day, the number of teachers and
aides assigned to the classroom, the number
of volunteers or visitors present, and the
length of the school day.

2. Physical environment information-Physical
environment information pertained to the
classroom setting, including the presence and
use of specific' equipment, instructional mate,
rials, games, toys, and displays; the 'types of,
desks and tables and their patterns of place=
ment; pupil seating (whether assigned or
self-selected); and pupil groups (whether
assigned or self-selected).

3. Classroom procedure information-Classroom
procedure information dealt with classroom
processes and structure and interaction in the
classroom. Activities were described in terms
of the-distribution-of-childiefl -and-adults at a
particular time, child and adult grouping
patterns, adult roles, child involvepent, and
materials used. A five-minute observation was
made of the activities, grouping, and inter-
action of a preselected "focus" person; and a
five- minute process observation was made of
that perspn., The observations were made
several ties each hour.

The informatidn derived from° the observations
included informsatiop about who did what to
whom and how. From the observations a large
number. of classroom process variables were iden-
tified. From California Assessment Prograrairead:
ing test data; a reading achievement dependent_

. measure was calculated for each classroom in ther
study. Also, an average absende rate was deter-
mined for each classrdom from _pupil attendance
data. The achievement measure and absenie.rates
were each analyzed in'terms of-their relationships
with the classroom process variables.

t
Findings

Several analyses were 'carried out lo study the
. instructional processes used in the sample class-

rooms. Schools with increasing average scores were
compared with those with decreasing scores,Class-
room process variables and reading score correla-
tional patterns were examined. Because classrooms
within the sample varied greatly with respect to
reading pretest scores and with respect to gain

.

'1 I

Scores, subgroups within the sample were com-
pared. Finally, the relationship between absence_
rates and instructional process variables wis
examined.

The 20 classrooms in schools with increasing
scores were compared to the 25 classrooms in
schools with decreasing scores to determine the
?relative occurrence of the process variables in the
two sets of classrooms. Although 76 variables were
found to differ significantly between the two
groups, two prOblems made interpreting the differ-
ences difficult.' First, although efforts were made
to determine matched sampled of schools, demo-
graphic differences between the samples did exist,
and tiStiC.41 .cl LIS LIM!' th or-the effects-of-the
differences were impossible to make. Second, and
most important were the significant differences

- within schools (between classrooms) in both
achi vemenf and process variables. When the differ-

es between classrooms within schools are
greater than those between groups of schools,
those between groups of schools cannot be
explained as readily. . 1

Several analyses of the relationships between.
reading achieVement scores and classroom instruc-
tional process varibies were conducted. Since wide
variations existed among the classrooms studie in
terms of pretest (in this case, second grade) reading
scores, the pretest differences were taken into
account in the analyses.

Within the classrooms studied the lower the
ratio of students to adults was, the higher the
achievement test scores were. How teachers
organized their classrooms, used aidA, and grouped
children had a relationship to reading achievement.
The data indicated that teachers 'should assign
students to work groups rather than allotv them to
select their own groups or placeVO sit during work
time. Scoies were higher in classrooins in which
adults worked with children'in small groups than,
they were in those in which adults worked with
children on a one-to-one basis. This finding does
not mean that teachers or ,aides should not work
with one child at a time; it indicates only that
within a normally functioning classroom, effi-
ciency is riot achieved' when much bf the retading
time involves working with only one studen? at a
time. In many instances, when adults spend a great
deal of time with individualS, other children are

*not able to continue their reading tasks because
they lack the necessary direction and supervision.
For some of the time, teachers were not i,nvolved,
'with the children. They graded pa'pers, prepared
lessons, talked with other adults, prepared' art

I)
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materials, or were o tt of the room. In those
classrooms in which s ch situations occurred most
often; scores were low. 4

Activities and materials were also analyzed in
terms of reading achievement. The more time
children spent sharing ideas and participating in
group discussions, the lower their post-test

ere.
scores,

w One should not infer that time should not be
spent in group discussions. The time spent in such
activities should not be so great as to leave too
little time for reading. The more time children read
or the more time that was spent on readihthe
higher the test scores were.

Several materials or resources had. a positive
e post-teawscOres, including

instructional charts, achievement charts, and
instructional games. Basic equipment and instruc-.
tional materials were significantly related to gains.
The use of noninstructional games was negatively
related to achievement gains.

A third area in which classroom v4iables were
analyzed in terms of reading achievenTent was the
types of interactions that occurred between teacher
and child.

showed no gains in a number of ways. The average
class size in the no-gain group was twice that of the
gain group. The ratio' of students to teacher was
much lower in the gain group (approximately 6:1)
than it was in the no-gain group (approximately
13.1). The difference in this ratio could account
for much of the difference in test scores, but the
manner in which the 'teachers and aides worked
with the children was of primary importance.

The two groups iffered in terms of instruc-
tional processes in sev al important ways. In the

ggin group the teachers generally 'provided instruc-
tion to small groups and used a direct approach in
their teaching. They made great use of educational
equipment and materials4 including .audiovisual
equipment. During nonacademic activities they
often asked open-ended questions, and the children
often made extended responies. -

In the no-gain classrooms, the teachers often
worked with oneithird at a time, and the other
children worked independently. Arts and crafts
and drama activities were more frequent. Teachers
were less often directly involved with children, and
the children exhibited more negative behavior.

A high rate of absence was a problem for
teachers and students. The average absence 'rates
for the 45 classrooms ranged from 1.0 to 22.5 day(
per student. The relationships between classroom -

variables and student absence4rates were analyzed.

High pretest and post-test scores were noted in.'
classroom that hid low absence rates.

-The number of aides in the classrgom and the
ratio of students to adults was related to the
student. absence lute. The lower the ratio of
students to adults, the lower 4 fabsence rate., '
More absences were noted in oms in which
stationary desks were placed in rows and students
were assigned to seats than here, noted in classes
withiedifferent seating patterns and fequirements.

Several variables in the orgarilzatiori of student
groups and the responsibilities of. the adults were
I-eta-tett-to absence 'rates. tChildren in classrooms in
which the adults Worke
were absent less often
which the .adults wo

A very direct method of instruction had a
positive correlation with the pot-test score: In
such a method the teacher provides instruction and
asks the children direct questions about the sub-
ject, the children respond, 'and the teacher provides
feedback, letting each child know whether the
response was acceptable. The correlation between
reading achievement and acknowl&gment and
corrective feedback for responses to questions was
especially high.

The more children asked questions, the higher
their scores were. Scores were higher in those
classrooms in which adults responded with adirect
question than they were in those classes in which
adults responded by supplying the answer.

In those instances in which adults and children
were most often invo d. in nonacademic inter-
actions, the readin test sc s were low. Test
scores were also low, in rooms in which
children elthibitet negative o ruptive behavior.

For another analysis clas s were grouped
on the basik of the level of t average pretest
scores (students' averaged, score) and the average
gain in score between the pretest and the post-test.
Tiro groups, both of which had medium to high
pretest scores, were selected for comparison. One
group showed little or no gain from the pretest to
the post-test.

The other group did show some gain. The group
that showed gains differed from the group that

I
0

with one child at a.time
an those in classrooms in

ed with children on most
other bases. Students were also absent less often in
classrooms in which adults observed often or
attended to small groups of children. An appar-
ently contradictory finding was that in classrooms
in which children often worked. independently in
either reading or math, the absence rate was low.
From this finding one can infer that children
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enjoyed, personalized attention but also enjoyed
working independently.

do '

Activities and periods that were . less) task-
oriented and more social in"natureigroup time,
tfansition, snack time, and lunchti ihad a posi-
tive relationship with absence rate The greater the
occurrence of such activities (1, periods, the
higher the absence rate. Also, absence rates were
best in 'those classes in which adults weft,,
frequently involved with children and children
were frequently involved in activities. Reading and
math activities had a negative relationship, with
absence. Children In classrooms in which rigorous
academic activities were 'conducted were absent
less often thy children in less academically
oriented classrooms.

..
Attendance appeared to be better in clasSrooms

that included a business-like,. structured approach
to education than in less structured classrooms.
Verbal interactions of an academic nature had a
positive relationship with school attendance.
Interestingly, a more relaxed interaction pattern in
which childre initiated and adults responded was
natively related to the absence rate. The more
adults had to control behavior and the unhappier
children said they were, the higher the absence rate
was.

The variables present in a mbre structured,
teach - directed approach to education had a
'posiW correlation with reading post-test scores.
Thus, pretest and post-test scores were highest in
those classrooms 'in which the absence rate was
lowest.

Other ECE variables, such as the presence Of
aides in the classrooms, had a positive association
with reading post-test scores and a low absence
rate. Individualized attention to children was assO-
ciated with a low absence rate but not with high or
low ,reading test scores. A lariety of instructional

A
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materials was associates with reading achievement
and a low absence rate.

Conclusions

The in-depth study of selected ECE classrooms
indicated that the instructional methods or pro-
cesses used in some classrooms were more efficient
in teaching reading than those used in .other
classrooms. Of particular importance were the
findings that gains were greatest and the absence

,rate lowest where the student to adults ratio
lowest.

However, merely having a number/of adults in
the classroom did not improve student progress.
The manner in which groupswere organized and
managed was of critical importance. Teachers in
the classrooms in which gains were small often
instructed one child at a time even though the ratio
of adults to children was quite high. This organiza-
tion resulted in the other students' working for
long periods of time on their own. Also, children in
-la, organized in this manner exhibited
negative behavior more 'often than those in class-
rooms organized in other manners. One., staff
person working with one student at a time during
the class suing period did not appear to be an
efficient rategy. ,

The eatest gains in reading were made -by
students in those classrooms in which adults often
worked with small groups of students and often .
used direct , teaching methods (providing instruc-
tion and asking questions or asking students to
read aloud). hi such classrooms the students
received immediate feedback for their responses.,Its
a response was correct or satisfactory, the student
received acknowledgment or praise', and if it was
incorrect, the student was guided to a correct
response. Teachers ih these clasSrooms were very
successful in keeping students working on the
desired tasks. Consentrv-trry little Misbehavior
was noted in these classrooms.

so
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VII. LoQally
of

eveloped Evaluation -Reports
ecial Programs

Fot several years the Department of Education's
annuat evaluation report of special programs has
included findings-Iris-M-0n (1),data subn-iitterbypiesente
districts on the Consolidated Evaluation Report
forms (Form E;127P); and (2) the results of the
California Assessment Program tests. These data
,have, been augmented by findings from various
special studies undertaken by the Departriient in an
attempt to add depth to the .relatively narrow view
of special programs obtainable fitrin the limited
common data that-4ere-available4romoparticipat-
ing schools.

Each, year school districts conduct evaluation
studies to, serve local needs. The findings' from
many of these studies ,apparently have value
beyond serving local needs. TO investigate how this
resource of evaluation data might be tapped, the
Department obtained and reviewed during late
summer of 1977 copies of- locally developed
reports from a sample of1/2.. districts. The districts
varied in size from some of the smallest to some of
the largest in' the state. The Department recei'ed a
total (if 77 reporti. A few were only two or three
pages" in length; some exceeded 40 pages. No
district submitted an individual report for all of its
schools. The large districts typically prepared the
greatest number and kinds of special reports.

also provided by the. district' evaluator to each
participating. school, and a summary report was

-d-to the district governing board.
As it became apparent that'the locally developed

reports were too varied and too voluminous to be
practical for summarization at the state level,
forms were devised for district use., and common
data were collected for state use.

In 1970 the evaluation of individual school
programs became necessary because of new staterequirements

To alleviate the problems of districts in prepar-
ing and submitting multiple reports and to keepi
the number of pages of reports at a manageable'
level for the' Department, the Department has
markedly reduced the length of the required
reports over the years. Much of the report now
comes to the Department in a coded fog!' so that
data processing services can be used. The data
requested include an'accounting of participants,_
their standardized test scores, and a summary of
the extent to which planned objectives were met.
No narrative now accompanies the reports.

The , Department has attempted, through a
variety of ways, to promote thorough evaluation of
district and schoo4programs at the Local level. It
has recognized that such evaluation, and reporting,
must go beyond that which is required for comple-
tion of the state forms. The kinds of data
appropriate for aggregation state\vide are inade-
quate for purposes of program improvement'and
needs assessTent at the local level. Evaluation
procedurei and reporting formats must be adapted
to fit the variouniudiences (school staffs, parents,
district office staffs, and governing boards) for
whom they are intended. The Department has
therefore encouraged districts to continue to pre-
pare the narrative reports in addition to completing
the state forms.

Types of Local Evaluation Reports

Many .factors affect the content and type of
locally developed evaluation reports. First, varia-/.

The pattern of having both state-required reports
on state-deVised forms (Form E-127P) and locally
designed and used reports of the evaluation of
special programs has been developed over the years
in response to certain changes in the requirements
for specially funded programs. The evaluation of

with the first luation of ESEA Titl1 programs)
special project over the past 111/2 years (beginning

e..

began with a generalized approach.. The programs
in most districts were designed to be common to
all schools within the district. ConSequently, the
Department. required only one locally developed
evaluatio4;report (written largely in garratiVe
form) for each commonly funded district program.
The same report served both state and local'
purposes. Usually, limited evaluation data were

ke
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tions are essential in reports or presentations to
different audiences. Second, reports for similar
audiences 4 differ from district to district
because of Unique circumstances.

Typically, local evaluation reports fall into the
following categories: .

District reports to the governing board. Nearly
all districts in the sample prepared a written
report folifheir governing boards. The report
was in layPerson's language and included
information about the kinds of specially
funded programs in the district and the results
of the programs. The reports of the districts
in the sample were from 20-50 pages in
length. In general, sections were devoted to
background information, evaluation proce-
dures, results, and conclusions.
Individual school reports. Most districts in the
sample also prepared a report foi each partici-
pating school. These reports were 5 to 20
pages in length and consisted of a brief
program description, information about` the

O

extent to which the school's objectives were
met, a description of the solution procedures
that were implemented, identification of
those procedures that were effectLve, and an
analySis of standardized- test scorenor various
groupings of students for the current year
and, where. possible, over several years (longi-
tudinal data).
Tes? score analysis report4. Several districts iii

e sample prepared separate detailed analxses
o tandardized test results. These typiedlly
inclu s d comparisbns of current scores with
scores from previous years, coraparissons of
results from different grades, and Comparisons
on esubject-matter basis.
Evaluation abstracts: Some districts prepared
a separate evaluation abstract that consisted
of a program summary. Thesincluded infor-
mation op goals, program scope and costs,
main features, and evaluaiion results. Also
included were recommendations4or mogram
improv.ements and implicationS.
Needs assessment. data: Some.districts in the
sample supplied to each school a report
cpnt4ining both di§,trictwide and in4ividual
sekodl needs assessment data- that could be
used by the school's program planning com-

, mittee.
Special 'studies: Most districts also reported
on special studies that they had conducted
throughout the year. Such studies were co -.
ducted only periodically in some of the smait

icts and on a regular basis in sOme of the
arge districts. More detailed information
abo the special stutlies may be found in
A ndix 4.

An extensive amount of information is include.
in the local evaluation reports.

,Examples of Comments About Programs

ThePfollowing excerpts from the reports of the
12 districts in the Department's sample illustrate
just some of the types of informatioh provided in
local evaluation reports. (See Appendix 4 for
additional exdrpts and comments.)

Impact of Programs

Workshops in which tethers and aides -worked
together have been extremely productive bechse they
made items that they needed. Research and new ideas
were introduced, and the latest materials were made
available for their review.

Post-test grade equivalent scores for the ... s chool
yearwere higher at nearly all grade levels for reading and
mathematics than thp previous year. In part, this may
have been due to a change in test forms in the overall
testing pro'gram. Gains in reading and math from pretest
to post-test for the total group of .. students were also
higher than for the total group of protect students the
previous year.

The .. . procedures ... have been carried out so very
effectively due to trie combined efforts of our outstand
ing faci 'tator, dedicated teachers, aides,, and volunteers.
As a pa nt and, an aide, I feel the ECE program is
meeting th yaried educationalineeds oftogr children.

1 Cangot imagin t a better eduCational experience
for K-3 children i available *where. lam pasiticulaily
impressed by the thoroughness with wAlch each objec-
tive is defined, carried out, -and constantly evaluate

o However, the school goes fat beyond each state
objectivethe program is even better than it appears in
writing. a

wThere as improvement in this yev's attend iet
rate over last-year

The students became intirested in rifath operatiohs
activities becate they had *he uselof calculators to
check their wok themselves without waiting for the
teacher or instructional assistant.There, was enough
challenge for the students toed() the work correctly so
that they could come up with the answer that was on
their calculators., This project was so successful that

stioplans call fOr expanded use [of calculators] in,all of the
sixth grade classes next year.

Given the standardized test data available, the Title
I/SB 90 piogram clearly can be did to have been
effective in meeting academic objectives... . . At each ortm
the K-3 grade levels, the 17 petcenf net shift objective

o°2
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was met, and median percentile score gains also served to
indicate greater than xpetted growth for participants in
each grade and subject area, but particularly inpathe-
matics. Though the gains lessen in each succeeding grade
level, they'remain as indicators of movement in tfte right
direction across all of the grades' served by thensoli-
dated funding program.

.

In 1976-77 reading scores `showed that approximately
25 percent of the pupils gained-two months or more for
every month of instruction. In .fact, 8 per nt of the
pupils gained' three months otamore for.each montk of
instruction. In mathematics,446 percent gahied two
months or more for each month -of instruction, 40 15-
percent gained three months or mare-.

While most of the , specific school itjectives .for
reading and math were attained, there are a number of
operational problems that need resolution. In interviews
conducted at midyear, teachers and 'aides in many
schools expresied continuing concem over the ,record-

--keeping loads require or participation in special
proframsr-particular thiise relating to individualizing
instruction. In sot fe schools profiles showing student
progress in mastering cskills were not being kept, or were
not up 'to date. In some schools there was-,,some

-confusion on part of teachers as to the value and
necessity of keeping such detailed rectrds:tvaluators
reported- these and other findings tq compensatory
education personnel at that time;' and, to tlie extent
possible, they followed up to see what- help could be
given to the schools. There is still a need for further
attention, especially since \reading and math are!, con-
sidered high(prionty district and school corneo g its.

A

Classroom inanagement .problems increase as pfo-
grams become more. indiVidualized. In .some, cases
because' of increased paperwork, recorakeeping, and the
time needed to Inanage other adults, the result may be
less time available for.working with individualstudents.

Teachers arid aides' reported continuing inservice
tramineneeds in the areas-of teadipg and mathemattc,S,
bilingual and multicultUral,education, acid individualiza-
tion and classroom mana&ement-. There is still some need
for clearer, short-range and long-range goals and objec-
tives across the entire compensatory educatipn program
and for the setting of pnonties at the school 4nd:district
levels.

Program personnel ,and evaluaon personnel need to
develop cooperatively clearer definitions of indivi-
dualized instruction to ensure more effective evaluation
in the future.

'COver three-quarters of the teacherk.fo nd the follow
ing three activities to be tthe most effective in:staff
development: iriservice workshops, individual assistance
frorp -specialists, and claisroom visitations: Classroom
demonstrations were rated by 53 percent of the.tEachets
as being-the least effective strategy in staff development.

,
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There has been -a relative decline in gains at grade
three.

Bilingual - bicultural education objectives were met in
7 of 1,3 instances, In cases of nonattainment. data
were not available for analysis.

I referred three children and got no results or
conferences with the psychologist about 'any,of them.

4. The topics for staff development could be more
relevont to the actual needs of particular schools and
types of students arid designed on the basis of the
experience of the staff involved.

Longitudinal Studies

, Trends ... include an almost steady climb in post-test
grade equivalent scores since 197,0 in grades four
throug,h six but a varied pattern in grade, three. Sizable
gains over ar-evious years are shown ... in grades three,
five, and

In matlipmatics", at the end of the third full ECE year,
grades one and two were making better than month-fob,
month gains, but grade three was falling belund.month-
for-rrionth progress.

' The number of pupils scoring above the 50th percen-
. the (Q2) has increased more 11 percent since May,
197/'. The numbei of pupils sconng above the 25th
percentile (Q1) has increased by .9- percent since May,
191.2.
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/Across the entire consolidated ptogram,,however, the
number of parents said to be involved is increasing each
year. For example, while 550 'parents were listed as
regular participants in 1974:75-, the figure for 1975-76
exceeded 1,300.

In almost every school the pattern of growth,
Measured _annually from fall to spnng, shows what is
sometimes called the "sawtooth" eiffect substantial

. growth during the school year but a loss during the
summer. The summer lass appears tc? be more pro-
nounced among.,low-scoring -pupils and is typically
greater in niatherfatics than inreading:

The most encouraging sign. of...all has, 'been. the
steadiness of the improvement made by pupils over the
years of the .Title I program. It appears that ,suaessful
programs require time for training the staff in hov; jo
imple\ment the programs and ,that staff con'u to
improved instructional programs has a cumulative effect
leading to continued growth.

We have the Co. mprehenfive Tests of Basic Skills
reading and mathematics scores for local children who
Were tested' in Octtiber, 1-974, in grade four and who
were still attending the same ESEA Title I schools in
May, 1977, when they were 'post-tested , grade six.

'While the analysis of the gains'made dunng this penod
of 27 school months may not prove the yalue of the
ESEA-Tille I program, the longitudinal data fdr these
children certainly weaken the criticism that "compensa-
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tory education programs show only temporary gains" so
far as the local program is concerned.

A careful follow -up was conducted tg.find 'out what
had happened to those pupils whose scores on the CTBS
tests in October, 1974, placed /them in the bottom
quarter on the basis of national norms.. . . A very high
proportion of these weakest pupils in gride ,our Were
found to have moved 'out of the, botto quartet when
e aluated onhe basis of grade six horn Mari 1977

Pro Modifications
-

. --
Further clarification of the roles and responsibilities

of central office and area office admirustrauve vind
resource personnel as well as definitions of services
available to school sites from these offices is heeded.-

The utilization of the reading' .specialist in the
classroori is desirable for limited training This trAting
should be followed by an independent program of each
(teacher and specialist) with,half a .lass This encourages
follck-up of,instrirctei by the specialist

A concentrated effort to improve reading comprehen
sivn skills/needs to be planned and ;famed out at each
school site Some techniques that could prove helpful
are

Small groups for reading instruction
'Or readingby the teacher on a regularly scbed-
ule daily basis
Selection and purchase. of materials designed to

"provide practice in comprehension skills
Timely daily feedback'tb'students on their efforts
in this area

Analyze carefully the potential role of manipulative
materials in each school ~site's mathematics program and
the relauoriship of such materials to the chosen basal
textbooks

Future iiistnot "ECE planning should preserve the
positive aspect's of parent parilcipation, use-of aides, and
restructuring efforts.,

'` Practices that may tend to lower pupil time spent on
basic skills learning under directed instruction should be
examined 0

Staff development objectives should be measurable
These bbjectives must be based on problems revealed by
the evaluation findings with regard to

Maintenance of direct instruct* for Pupils
Effective management of aides
effective use of volunteers

-Systems for efficient iecordkeeping and 'riser-vice
training for better minagethent of individualized
instruction

Auxiliary services personnel should analyze the causes
for Me widely varying ratings for their activities to see
Whether, With the available resources. the delivery of
,servu.-es can be improved. ,

More Filipino culture books and matenals should be
added as parents have requested.

sat

A

General Concerns (
Available data suggest that new pupils are likely to

have lower reading and mathematics scbres than pupils
who have moved away.

A need exists for local evaluauonof specially funded
programs The authors are convinced that evaluation
designs that are mbre appropriate than those that can be
conducted within the state-required evaluation frame-
work must be developed. For instance, the magnitude f

and nature of the overall, recordkeeping load inherent in
the conduct of special progrms;needs to be "essed
The impact of recordkeeping on the quahty .of Instruc-
non also needs to e assessed. Within the state's
evaluation framework rtd design, neither the mandate
nor the resources ex st io 'stud' such problems In
addition. evaluation eciahsts should help administra-
tors identify. spear strategies school staffs ;have
developed that enable them to cope with requirements
while building and maintaining high quality instOictional
programs In this way school staffs hiving problems can
receive more effective and 'moreore individualizes adminis
tra nye support

Interpretation of Findings

Too often a writer seems to cry "failure" primarily
because a program has,not at,tried those goals that the
11.nter has selected as the true ,Tidicators of success The
con4tof a program' being designed to meet cerven
well-defined goals or objectiVes that are based on
documented needs and that are being evaluated. :urn.
in relation to those goals and objedrivs seems to be a
well-accepted concept Nevertheless. it appears to bt
concept that is too ,oftehcastaside when writing for a
national audience The cause of "finding Out" so we can
-followil up" would,u;sually be better served if the cntic
would drtermine whether his or -her criticism should be,
directa tov.ard the goals and objectives seeicted for the
program rather than toward those results that he or she
interprets as "failure ';

Having 8-.5 .peri.ent of the objectives . typically
exceeded. completely attathed.-or substanually attains
does not sound like failure Whether that iigu1e repre-
sents adequate or very sausi-actory achievement can

:probably best be answered by the school'staffs. who
know what hes behind the numbers

In a normal population sampk. however. 50 percent
of the participants ate.by definition. beiow the median.
Thus. while the program objecuve is eminently tom.
mendable and .measurable, it may be unrealistic, it is
mo realistic to expect that only the excessive p&cent
orstudents below die national median be consistently
diminished or eliminated

Before going on to the body of this report. a brie
(1

discussion of academic growth and several other items
relative to the analysis must be considered Briefly when -
examining the test analysis tables. growth can be
considered "greater than expected" IF,...ikm.parison to the

- national northing population if -the men percentile

1



score oa niatched sample of stqden s increases from'''.
prst to post .test - 4

- With muntrfousariables opera` i at the influen,: ng
.

liof reading scores. It 1S difficult to wigny conclus ns
on the,pasis of one or two matched;gromps.

. ,

To assess growth in keading and Tatherhatics, skills.
educators 'typtcaLly look: at a group s ayerge grade
4'
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equivalent sLores,at two points in time to see whether.
the group is sconng more like the national sample, or
"norm" group. The digerence in gradeAqtuvalent scores
on two different tesungs is usually uitfirpreted as being
"growth" in months or years. The publishers use
soplusuctted Nojectio*and estimates to arrive at the
grade, and 'month estimates for most scores. but they are
still- only estimates Growth ult'erpretations should be
made with caution. t'
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AdministInuen of the School District Ris'i'ilanagement Program (1977) 5 2.30
An Assessment of the Wntmg Performance of California High School Seniors (1977) 2.75
Attendance and Enrollment Accounting and Reporting (1977) ', . 2:80
Bibliography of Instructional Materials for the Teaching of French (1977), 1.50

i . Bibliography of Instiuctional Materials for-the Teaching of Portuguese (1976) .75, .Bicycle Rules of the Read irtralif.orm -a (1977) 1.50
. California Guide to Traffic Safety Education 11976) 3.56 r

Califortua'Pnvate School Directory 1977
i 5 00

Califonua Nit& School plia.:tory 1978 ,44.1. 11 00 ''
../ , CaliformeSchool AccOueliEg Manual (197 incgilfg 1978 revisiqns)

4

1 6Y
California School Effectiveness Study (1977) .
California School Lighting Design and Evaluation, 11978) '? 155.
California Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules, 1.77.78 (1978) 10 00

.Disc tission Guide for the California School Improvement Program (1978) t 1.5P
District Paid Insurance Programs inCalifornia School Distticts, 1977.78 (1978) 2.80
English Languageramtwork for California Public Schools (1976) . .1.50
Establishing School Site Councils: The California School Improierrie.nt Pier= (1977) .t

1.50
'

Guide for Multicultural Education: COntent and Context (1977)* ,..: :1 .25.
Guido for OrigoingsPlanning (1977) I . V 1.10
Handbook for Reporting and Usin:g Test Results (1976) 4 ,ii.k .- , ' 8.31)
X,Handbook Regarding the Prtvac9 and Disclosure of Pupil Records (1978) . .q
Health Instruction Framework for California Public ghools (1/79g ' , 1.35
Hgspitality Occupations Cumculuns.Guide ('l977) p3.00

'Phycal alucation 'for Children.. Ages Four Througt, Nine (1 78) ,23 0:ts
Plaruung Handbook (1978\ s '

, .° 1.50
Site Management (1977) -- ISO
Social Sciences Education Pramework for California Piiblic Schools (1975) 1.10 .
Students' Rights and Responsibaities Handbook (1978) V 1.50' ... ,
Orders should be directed to: -
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. Qther publications Available
frori2 the Department of Educatioh

Evaluation Report O.Tfultiple-Funded Programs, 1976-77, is one of appro)pmately 40 publications .
0which are available from the California State Department of Education. Some of Ile more recent

publications or thoseost widely used are the following:

.''° . . California State Department of Education s

. , P.O. Box 271
Sacramento. CA 95802

[I
. . ..

Rerniitance of Purgtiase ordq must accompany order. Purchase orders without checks are accepted only'
from government agencies in California. Six percent sales tax should be added to all orders from California

. . purchasers: .. ' , t ..
A comp e t of publications available f to the Department maybe obtained by,w-sting to the address

-used above. ,
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